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PREFACE
This paper is the outgrowth of ten years of personal
activity in the Department of the Extended Use of Public
Schools, Boston, and of a much longer state -wide experience
in educational, religious, civic and political effort. The
background of the paper may be found in the limited educa-
tional SLnd sociological literature of the recent past and
present and in the community progrsims of many individuals,
groups, associations and communities.
The writer has tried to present facts which will
arouse a deeper community consciousness and which, it is
hoped, will stimulate thinking of a higher and more definite
order concerning the problems of the community. She has
also attempted to urge with all her heart and vitality that
the school house, because it is community property, is the
only logical building to be utilized for community purposes;
that it should be the social center which will bring all the
people, young and old, together in firmer bonds of mutual
understanding and helpfulness; that the school center social-
ly and civically should be the major coordinating factor in
community interplay.
The field here outlined is still largely open country
and the writer is very conscious of the fact that this paper
is only a modest suggestion of what might be done under other
circumstances
.
The writer is indebted to Mr. LeRoy E, Bowman of

li
Columbia University, to Professor James Ford of Harvard
University and to Mr, Ernest R. Groves of Boston Univer-
sity, whose lectures were the primary impetus that prompted
this study. I am also indebted to Mr. Richard J. Lane,
Mrs. Eva Whiting Vi/hite, Miss Mary P. Follett and Mr. James
T. Mulroy, all of whom have been most intimately identified
with the School Center movement in Boston from its inception.
My thanks are also due Mrs. Katherine 0. Koren and Miss
Elizabeth Barrage who as librarians made available much
pertinent material
.
E. W. Pigeon
May 8, 1929
East Boston, Mass.

"As an illustration of the curious
balances of human thought and action, it can
be pointed out that in this year 1983, when
the mind is sweeping toward tremendous and
fundamental issues of world inter-relationship,
thinkers everywhere are also coming to two
great lines of analysis and of action - first,
to the intensive study of group organization
and power on a neighborhood basis; and second,
to a consideration of what bearing the leisure
life has on individual development and on group
participation in the structure of society.
The facts point to the truth that only as neigh-
borhoods come to function cooperatively with
other neighborhoods on a basis of wholesome
soundness, intelligence and vision, can the
nation meet the challenge of a better municipal
order and it has been demonstrated that national
strength rests on efficient municipal units,
within which there must be a strong citizenship,"
White. E.W., "Community Centers in School
Buildings, address given at National Conference
of Social Work, Washington, D. C, May 16-23, 1923,
typewritten ms.
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AN EVALUATION OF CERTAIN INSTITUTIONS
AS COORDINATING FACTORS IN COMMUNITY INTERPLAY
A. INTRODUCTION
I. THE MEANING OF A COMMUNITY
This study is based on the assumption that "coramunity
interplay" is a public function. Thus it becomes immediately
necessary that the reader and the writer be at one in their
understanding of these terms. What is a "coramunity" and what
is "interplay?" Why is "community interplay" deemed to be a
"public function?"
A "community" must not be confused with a "neighbor-
hood, " which is simply a group of families living within an
acquaintance area. Although a "community" cannot be given
rigid boundaries, it is more than a mere aggregation of
families, since there may be several neighborhoods in the one
community. For the purposes of this study, let us think of a
"community" as a group of people having common political,
social and civic interests and common possessions, bound to-
gether by laws and regulations which express these common
interests and ideals and define the relation of the individual
to the community.
II. THE MEANING OF INTERPLAY
"interplay" means an interaction, a continuing process
of adjustment and modification among the forces in the community.
r
2III. THE PROBLEM OF COMMUNITY INTERPLAY AND
THE PROCESS (F ITS DEVELOPMENT
Community Interplay becomes a problem of accommoda-
tion and adjustment in which, conflicting antagonistic and
destructive elements and forces are brought into a more
harmonious working relationship. Thus unity rather than
uniformity is its aim.
This paper will attempt to show that community inter-
play is an absolute factor in developing the fibre of a nation
and that the process of its development must of necessity be
a public function if we are to be true to the principles con-
ceived in our democracy.
r
3B. THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMUNITY SOLIDARITY
I. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF VITAL-INTEREST GROUPS
Every community faces the task of maintaining and
developing Its ovm Interests and activities and it is a
very Interesting study of social adjustment to see how the
various institutions in the community have moved out of
their set grooves to meet the demands of the new order. The
older institutions in the field have made remarkable progress
in this adjustment; remarkable, because it is very difficult
for old established institutions to adopt new view points.
Now, community solidarity should not be considered
merely as the process of overcoming the forces of disorgan-
ization but also as the process of building up attitudes of
loyalty. What agency in the coram\inity is equipped to create
the coordinating force in community interplay, thus develop-
ing a more rational type of community solidarity than has been
possible in the past? Since the essential social functioning
of a community is performed by and through vital-interest
groups are we not justified in assuming that they can function
in this capacity?
II. POUR VITAL-INTEREST GROUPS OF IMPORTANCE
Let us, therefore, focus our attention on a few of
these vital-interest agencies which stand conspicuously in
the foreground with the thought of evaluating their forces -
for only in so far as they are inadequate is there need of
or reason for the creation of new machinery. Obviously there
r
4are three or four institutions that are regarded of primary
Importance. They are the home, the church, the school and
in most urban communities, the settlement house. Is any one
of these qualified to be designated the major coordinating
force in community interplay? No hasty answer will suffice,
for there are homes and homes; churches and churches; schools
and schools; settlement houses and settlement houses. Think-
ing people are very cautious today in defining panaceas.
Therefore it is our purpose to examine at some length these
four integrating agencies, to find out what they are and what
they are not; and what they can and cannot do, under the great
range of circumstances in which they are obliged to operate.
a. THE HOME AS AN INTEGRATING AGENCY
1. THE DEPARTMENT OP THE AMERICAN HOME IN
THE GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
(a) THE REASON FOR THE CREATION OP THIS DEPARTMENT
"The Life of a Nation is secure if its Home Life is
1/Vholesome, says the Wayside Pulpit.
Mrs. John D. Sherman, former president of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs which represents 14,000 clubs with
a membership of over 2,000,000 women and is recognized as the
2largest organization of home-makers in the Nation, says that
the American Home is at the cross roads and that the club women
oWayside Pulpit, Apr. 1929
General Federation News, Vol. 9, No. 1, p. 4, July 1928.
r
5of America should shoulder the responsibility of putting it
back again into its rightful place before the world."^ The
central feature or the keynote of her constructive and ag-
gressive administration was the Department of the American
Home which she created in 1924.
This Department was conceived in the belief that
the Home must continue to hold a firm position in civilized
society if the fullest spiritual realization of life is to
take place; moreover this Department was conceived with the
knowledge that the home of yesterday no longer contacts per-
fectly with the changed Twentieth Century social and economic
world structure; and, finally, it was conceived in the real-
ization that Individual home-makers must band together to
make possible a continuous development of the American home,
a development that is in keeping with the changes science has
2
wrought everywhere about us. Yet, heroic effort must be made
to prevent the "parenthood instruction crusade" from becoming
a Woman's Club enterprise.
(b) THE CONDUCT OF A NATION-WIDE HOME EQUIPMENT SURVEY
Conspicuous in the work of this department was the
conduct of a nation-wide Home Equipment Survey. This was
done not because equipment is the heart of the home but be-
cause it is an important part of the home physical wiliiout
which the home spiritual cannot function. Defective home
Substance of statement made before Boston group in 1926 at
Hotel Vendome.
^General Federation News, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 4-5, July 1928.
r
6equipment spells restricted service to the cononunlty, because
the energies of the home-maker are absorbed needlessly in the
drudgery of housekeeping; then it must also be remembered that
for the efficiency of the community women are now equally re-
sponsible with men. The Survey was inaugurated to determine
the amount and kind of working machinery in the American home,
the final objective being to raise the level of equipment in
American homes in order that wasteful drudgery might be elim-
inated and American mother energy conserved for the enrichment
of American family life.^
Never in the history of the Federation has an activity
created more wholesome interest and received a greater volume
of favorable comment from Govei'nment officials, the editorial
press, educators and men and women whose opinion is of value
from all sections of the nation.
Information gathered during this survey from nearly
8,000,000 urban homes and 40,000 farmhomes is now being
utilized as a basis for effort to remedy defects and improve
conditions in a second piece of work of the American Home
Department, i.e., a "Better Equipped Homes" Campaign in every
city and town where the facts showed a need for such a campaign.
2. THE ORGANIZATION OF A "BETTER EQUIPPED HOI/IES" CAMPAIGN
For two years "Better Equipped Homes" work has been
^General Federation News, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 4-5, July 1928.
General Federation News, Vol. 9, No. 7, pp. 20-21, Jan.
1929.
t
7promoted with marked success. The campaign will be continued
wherever necessary until a higher standard of health-preserving,
strength-releasing mechanical household equipment has been ac-
cepted universally. Then only will all home-makers have the
strength and energy to devote to the most important task of
all, the creation of the cultural and spiritual life of the
home
.
True enough, much remains to be done; but at least a
beginning has been made. Instead of occasional lectures and
exhibits on home matters,"'" permanent institutions have been
established where all home-makers may come for specific in-
formation. These institutions have been called "Key Homes"
because in them will be found the keys that unlock the vast
store house of accumulated knowledge concerning the housing,
food, clothing, recreation, health and education of each
member of the family.
The basic idea involved is far reaching. Although as
an ideal in home and community education it is a movement that
must of necessity be developed slowly, California, Nebraska,
Texas, Nevada, Rhode Island, Florida, Ohio, Illinois, Mississippi,
Colorado, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, New Hampshire, Maine and
Massachusetts are doing constructive and forceful work in the
interests of this practical project inaugurated by the General
Federation of Women's Clubs.
:General Federation News, Vol. 9, No. 7, pp. 20-21, Jan. 1929.
General Federation News, Vol. 8, No. 6, pp. 8-9, Dec. 1927.
c
83. THE BETTER HOMES MOVEMENT
(a) HISTORY OF ITS ORGANIZATION
There is a second movement of national scope incor-
porated as "Better Homes in America" which through education
for public service in the interest of home improvement is
undertaking the task of constructing the better home of the
future. From 1923 until recently Honorable Herbert Hoover
served this organization as its president. This office is
now filled by Honorable Ray Lyman Wilbur, Secretary of the
Interior, and Professor James Ford is the Executive Secretary,
(b) THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS MOVEMENT
I quote from President Hoover's letter of appeal for
a Better Homes Week in 1927:
"I bespeak the aid of women and men and
organizations representing industry, trade, fi-
nance, education, civic groups government and the
churches. For by working together these groups
are making possible a higher and finer type of
national life deriving its strength from well
managed, self-reliant homes and wholesome family
life .
"
In !]L922 approximately 500 communities took part in the
Better Homes Campaign, in 1928 there were 5055 communities
participating. These figures are even more significant than
otherwise when we reflect that the local campaigns usually
culminate in national Better Homes Week, which this year was
observed from April 21 to April 27
.
The objectives of this movement are:"^
-^Typewritten material sent out by Boston Better Homes Committee
Apr. 1927; Apr. 1929, and Information culled from a mass of materia!
sent to writer during past five years from Professor Ford, Better
Homes Headquarters, Washington, D. C

91. To make accessible to all citizens knowledge of
high standards in house building, home furnishing, and home
life.
2. To encourage the building of sound, beautiful,
single-family houses; and to encourage the reconditioning and
remodeling of old houses.
3. To encourage thrift for home ownership, and to
spread knowledge of methods of financing the purchase or
building of a home.
"Maintaining a high percentage of individual
home-owners is one of the searching tests that now
challenge the people of the United States. The pres-
ent large proportion of families that own their homes
is both the foundation of a sound economic and social
system and a guarantee that our society will continue
to develop rationally as changing conditions demand.
The home-owner has a constructive aim in life. He
and his family live a finer life and enjoy more of
the comforts and cultivating influences of our modern
civilization because they spend their leisure more
profitably. A husband and wife as direct tax payers
take a more active part in local government and are
by so doing better citizens."
2
In 1900 out of every 1,000 families in the United
States, 461 owned the homes they lived in, while in 1920,
the proportion had dropped to 456 out of every 1,000 families.
Twenty states and the District of Columbia showed an increase
in percentage of home ownership, while the remaining 28 states
showed a decrease. The 10 leading states in respect to home
ownership in 1920 were, in order. North Dakota, Wisconsin,
South Dakota, Idaho, Minnesota, Montana, Utah, Maine, New Mexico
-^Gries, J. M. and Taylor, James S., "How to ov/n your own home;"
Publication No. 7, p. 1 f, Nov. 1924, Better Homes in America,
Washington, D. C.
*^Grles, J. M. and Taylor, J. S., "How to own your home,"
Publication No. 7, pp. 3-4 (figures from the Bureau of the Census),
Nov. 1924.
€
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and Michigan, The decrease in percentage of home ownership In
New England from 1900 to 1920 was 2,2; the decrease in
Massachusetts was .1; the decrease in Boston •4.
4. To encourage general study of the housing problem,
study of problems of family life, study of the future of the
tenement, with the purpose of helping each community to benefit
from this study.
5. To further home-making courses in schools.
6. To encourage the furnishing of homes economically
and in good taste.
7. To supply knowledge of the means of eliminating
drudgery and waste of effort in housekeeping, and to spread
information about public agencies which will assist housekeep-
ers in their problems,
8. To encourage the building of small houses by boys
of vocational schools or vocational classes of public schools,
and instruction in house upkeep and repair; so that the boys
of the community may acquire an intelligent interest in the
problems of householding and home ownership,
9. To promote the improvement of house lots, yards
and neighborhoods, and to encourage the making of home gardens
and home playgrounds.
10. To emphasize recreation through home music, home
play, home arts and crafts, home reading and story telling for
little children.
11. To encourage special study and discussion of the
problems of character building in the home
.

11
Althoiigh Massachusetts feels that the close cooperation
of business, professional, social, religious and educational
groups in a week's civic program results not only in publicity
for the work of each and lays foundations for better constructive
work in the future, and knowing that a seven days* intensive
program will never prove a panacea, she has organized into an
active, permanent committee with Mrs, James J. Storrow, chair-
man, and Miss Mary Driscoll in charge, of Boston.
(c) COOPERATION BY INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS
Outside of the school and college groups this work
is introduced through continuation schools, Americanization
classes, young mothers* clubs, neighborhood houses, girls*
summer camps. Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls, Parent-Teacher
Associations and branches of the Red Cross, Not only have
various groups promulgated the gospel of Better Homes; but
certain prominent educators have given it noteworthy com-
mendation. Mrs. Joseph C. Gawler of Washington; Ernest R.
Mowrer; Beatrice Forbes Robertson Hale; Alfred E. Steams;
Margaret Slattery; F, Louise Nardin; Beatrice M. Hinkle;
Ernest R. Groves; Gladys Hoagland Groves; and Elizabeth
MacDonald are a few of the enlightened, outstanding men and
women who are dealing constantly and intimately with youth.
They realize the significance of the changes that have come
over the American home in recent years and they are con-
centrating and consecrating themselves unremittingly to
promote true family life by helping the home rid itself of
its glaring weaknesses.
CI
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4. LIMITATIONS OP THE HOME AS A COMiUNITY INSTITUTION
(a) THE TRADITIONAL FAILURE OF THE AMERICAN HOME
The home is changing. Many authorities agree that
this is the most significant fact regarding the home, and
perhaps the most important fact in our current civilization.
Science has dislodged the home from its safe refuge of senti-
ment and has forced it to come under an impartial investigation.
The result has been a disclosure of the bad functioning of the
family and has weakened the confidence of many in regsird to
the social value of this institution. For this reason the
writer endeavors to show by concentrating on two national move-
ments that there is in this country a widespread and increasing
interest in better homes. Such a united effort appears to
express the conviction of individuals and organizations that
we have in America both the need smd the opportunity of im-
proving home life. She also aims to emphasize that education
must in some foi*m undertake the task of constructing the better
home of the future.
(1) THE HOME AS A BREEDER OF PREJUDICES
One of the practical criticisms directed against the
home, and which is to a large extent deserved, is the charge
that it is responsible for many of the prejudices of present
day society that make people unhappy and slow down progress.
^Prof. E. H. Grroves in his lecture course on "Education for
the Home" at Boston University in 1925 devoted one meeting to
the subject, "Socializing the Home." The following points were
stressed by him at that time.
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The child of course has no means by which he can discriminate
between the reasonable judgment of his parents and the atti-
tude that represents mere emotion and unfounded opinion made
up of pure prejudice. The child often is more likely to
respond to the prejudices than to the better judgments of the
parents, since the former are expressed with an intensity that
attracts his attention. Authorities say that a large part of
our educational energy is lost in the effort to correct the
mistaken ideas that have been pressed upon children by parents
who are narrow in their sympathies. These children are en-
slaved by the weaknesses that they have had built into their
own personalities during the formative period.
May I repeat that few parents realize how much
prejudice they bring to their children. Every light state-
ment that represents bias on the parents' part is easily
exaggerated in the child's life.
The mother does not like that sort of person, that
particular religion or race, or whatever it may be. This
attitude is expressed in the presence of the child who in turn
catches it, oftentimes magnifies it and frequently repeats it
as his own. Is it wise to create in children prejudices which
parents are not conscious of and cannot defend if they try?
(I) RELIGIOUS
Religion holds a most irrational spot in our conscious-
ness. The summer and fall of 1988 was a bitter and tragic
example of this. During the last presidential campaign thou-
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sands upon thousands of young children in Massachusetts belong-
ing to families of no outstanding political stamina carried
the religious feud to very serious and appalling ends. Adult
human "behavior during that period was beyond comprehension."^
(II) RACIAL
Race prejudice as well as religious prejudice is em-
bedded deeply in human life. They were handed down from
generation to generation. If we are conscientious human
beings, we will not have them repeat themselves in the lives
of our children.
(2) THE HOME AS A PROMOTER OF FALSE STANDARDS
The family is blamed also for instilling into the
life of little children false standards, particularly regard-
ing the values of life. People would hesitate to express
their foolish, trivial desires and dislikes if they thought
that children took these attitudes as seriously as they often
do. Unfortunately there are many parents in the world who
are constantly instilling into the minds of their children
the thought that the one thing in life that spells success
is money or power or distinction. They must not think it
strange if children growing up in such an atmosphere develop
such standards beyond anything they expected. However, the
parents are responsible.
"^Facts and innumerable personal experiences can be cited
to substantiate these statements.
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(I) SELFISHNESS
Some homes breed selfishness. Parents csire so much
for their children that oftentimes iincons clously they teach
them to be selfish by simply stressing the child's attitude
too seriously and by feeding his desires too quickly. Thus
many children are stamped as the most disagreeable and thor-
oughly anti-social members of society. Later they go out
into life and are tremendously punished by their colleagues.
It is an honest fact that an alarming amount of work
presented in certain school competitions is actually done by
the parents. The writer refers particularly to flower and
vegetable garden contests, to sloyd and essay contests.
Many parents who think themselves honest, moral and religious
people have in essence done the paramount work in some of
these competitions. The parent could not have done a more
desperately bad thing in building up selfishness and lack of
moral self-control and fairness than by this process. Their
children can never face the responsibility of great power
without danger in social behavior.
(II) FAMILY JEALOUSIES
Family rivalry, family jealousy and family competition
stand out as serious problems in the home. The bad effects of
egotistic family life reveal how quickly and how seriously the
child may be hurt by a home where the limited associations
magnify family rivalry. Jealousy between children often in-
creases as they grov/ up until the happiness of one member of
c
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the family is destroyed by the distinction or success of an-
other. Family competition and hostility may even go so far
as to become fixed as a family feud that going on from gen-
eration to generation becomes a menace to the whole community.
Thus the growth of jealousy is only another illustration of
the enormous power parents have over their children, an influ-
ence that becomes good or bad according to the character of
the parents.
(Ill) SHORT-SIGHTED INDULGENCES
A widespread criticism of the family is that it is
indulgent, short-sightedly indulgent. It is the business of
affection to be understanding, to appreciate its own dangers
and to guard the child from injury. The writer finds that
parents who have had hard circumstances in early life, or who
have acquired sudden wealth or who are too concentrated upon
their own life work, run the greatest risk of being over-
indulgent .
(3) FAILURE OF THE HOME TO EXPAND INTO THE COMMUNITY
In the past the family has been an obstacle to prog-
ress because it has been too dominant. As social conditions
change, the task of the family changes. The demand for the
home of the past amid the opportunities of the modern world
is made in vain.
(I) THE SHUT-IN HOME
Much of the criticism brought against the home as a
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training place for the young results from a misinterpretation
of parental functions and a too narrov; home program. Parents
must provide in the home life outside contacts. They have a
large opportunity in the choice of visitors to bring to the
home friends that have a real fellowship with children.
Ambition, insight, tolerance, interest and a host of other
social virtues can be stimulated by such friends. It is an
unwise policy for parents to neglect the opportunities of the
commtinity. A shut-in family, sufficient unto itself, is bad
and hampers any opportunity to build up democratic sympathy,
social justice and tolerance.
(II) THE DRAB HOME
Another fault that is found with the home by its critics
is its deadening effect upon young life. It must be confessed
that the parent who has had his life flattened out as he has
gone into adulthood is apt to crush the joyfulness out of
childhood and the romance out of youth. Incompatibilities
between the youth and the adult are most common and inevitable.
(4) AGREEMENT IN CONDEMATION
Although the family has always received its share of
criticism, we find a new and characteristic aggressiveness
on the part of those who at present are finding fault with
the family. This criticism is a natural product of modern
life. Psychology, sociology and particularly psychiatry are
revealing with increasing clearness the social consequences
of family inefficiency, and as a result the modern criticism
c
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of the family has more substance than In the past, when It
rested upon a less scientific foundation. A considerable
part of this criticism directed against the family comes
from social workers and mental hygienists who from their
practical experience have discovered how imperfectly the
family does its social task and how great is the social cost
of this lack of efficiency. Without question many of our
most troublesome social evils are the product of the family's
fallvire to do what is reasonably expected of it as a primary
social institution and it is necessary that the believers in
family life face squarely these criticisms that come out of
the experience of those who deal with the results of harmful
home influences.
Nothing is more characteristic of our time than the
idea of training parents. It is evidence not only of our
supreme confidence in the value of education, but also of
o\ir realization that the home is in trouble and needs help.
5. CONCLUSION
The writer in the foregoing pages has attempted to
show that there is in this country a widespread and increas-
ing interest in better homes, showing itself in many forms
and expressing tiie conviction of individuals and organiza-
tions that there is in America both the need and the oppor-
tunity of improving home life. This is one of the happy facts
of our present social trends, the promise of a family equal
to the demands put upon it by modern life. It has also been
f1
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shown that thoughtful men and women everywhere are in sympathy
with the emphasis being placed upon the necessity of prevent-
ing the American family from falling to low standards. It is
not just to the actual facts to consider the problems of the
family as something apart from our larger social situation.
Neither is it a fair interpretation of the family to forget
the multitude of successful homes so modestly filling a big
place in the civic, social and religious life of their com-
munity that they fail to attract attention. Nevertheless the
American home is presented from a nation-wide point of view
and evidence gathered prompts the conclusion that the public,
like the ostrich, strives to hide its head in the saads of its
own complacency and forces itself to believe that all is well
with the American home, but much more evidence is available to
show that sudd is not the case today, and that thinking people,
either individually or through organizations, are bending
every effort to help bring back something of that family life
which has been the tradition and the blessing of our own
New England. The home does not meet the three outstanding
tests of community interplay. It is apt to be true that it is
not non- sectarian, non-partisan nor non-racial; that it does
not produce social beings. In fact the contrary is apt to be
true that it is really encouraging anti-social attitudes.
Therefore it cannot possibly function as the major coordinating
institution in community interplay. It is obvious that it would
hardly seem logical to look to the home as the major force in
coordinating community interplay. Therefore let us turn to the
f€
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next vital-interest group for study and consideration.
b. THE CHURCH AS AN INTEGRATING AGENCY
1. THE FUNCTION OF THE CHURCH FROM THE
SOCIOLOGICAL STANDPOINT
Viewed from the sociological standpoint, the function
1
of the modern church might be stated as follows:
"1. The church should teach fundamental religion.
"2. The church should interpret religious literature
in terms of modern life and its problems.
"3. The church should act as a social unifier in the
community.
"4. The church should apply its ethico-religious prin-
ciples to the prevailing industrial, political, recreational
and educational life of the community.
"5. The church should furnish inspiration for all worthy
community endeavors.
"6. The church should assist in training and furnish-
ing the leadership for worthy community institutions and move-
ments .
"
The church is or ought to be equipped to perform the
above-mentioned functions. If they were adequately perfomed,
the community life would be motivated by a distinct incen-
tive.
Lindeman, E. C, The community
, pp. 22-23, Nev/ York;
Association Press, 1921, 221 p.
I
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2. THE PLACE OP THE CHURCH IN THE
SOLUTION OF SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Julius Klein is quoted as saying,
"The greatest reason why American business
has progressed at such an incredible rate since
the war has been its appreciation of the very fact
that it must get away from the old, and endeavor
to attain steadily rising levels. The greatest
monument to American industrial and commercial
achievement is the enormous jimk heap of abandoned
practises, methods and ideals, all of which were
once 'normal, * but which today are the most use-
less relics of antiquity,"
Values may be socially recognized in one period that
are not recognized in a following generation. Does the church
live on the values of the past rather than on the values of the
present? If it is the purpose of the church to find the full
meaning of life, does it do so through progressive thought?
Is youth justified in calling the church static and ultra con-
servative? To avoid giving prejudiced or hasty answers to
these questions, let us review briefly a few facts concerning
the chTirch during the past twenty-five years.
Much has been written concerning the place of the church
in the solution of social problems. Vifithout doubt the church is
taking more active interest in improving social conditions than
it has during any other period of its history. The church faces
many demands to broaden the scope of its activities. Its former
prestige as guardian of ancient creeds or doctrines has been
supplanted by emphasis upon a more practical religion that finds
its expression in service rather than in allegiance to dogma or
belief.
i
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(a) THE WORK AND METHODS OF THE INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
The trend of the modern church toward social service
gained its first real impetus in the work of the so-called
institutional churches that were established in the tenement
districts of large cities during the latter part of the Nine-
teenth Century. The term "institutional church" was probably
first used with reference to Berkeley Temple, Boston, one of
the early pioneers in developing an active social program for
the people living in its neighborhood.-^ This was an attempt
to minister in an organized and systematic manner to the
social needs of the people. It was undoubtedly patterned
after the social settlements which originally were connected
with churches but later tended to operate independently of
church affiliations.
The churches that enlarged their traditional functions
by providing playgrounds, opening their rooms to neighborhood
gatherings and establishing classes and clubs for literary,
dramatic and educational work, gained popular favor because
they were filling a need inadequately performed by the home
and society at large. The success of this movement is seen
particularly in the development of such widely known institu-
tional churches as St. Bartholomew's and St» George's of
New York City, Baptist Temple of Philadelphia and Lincoln
1
Bliss, W. D. P., Encyclopedia of social reform
, p. 629,
London; Punk & Wagnalls, new edition, 198.
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Park Baptist Church of Cincinnati
.
The value of the church as a social center has been
thoroughly demonstrated and church architecture has apparently
been permanently modified to give better facilities to this
important function of the church. Outstanding work is being
done by many churches, although attention has been called to
only three.
(1) THE WOODLAND AVENUE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF CLEVELAND
p
The Woodland Avenue Presbyterian Church of Cleveland,
located in a congested foreign section, regards itself as a
community agency and gives representation upon its general ad-
ministrative committee to members of the community regardless
of creed or race. The platform of this church, or Woodland
Center, as it is called, states that the purpose of its commun-
ity activities is to meet the needs of the community rather
than to build up the church itself.
(2) OLIVET INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
Olivet Institute of Chicago is another illustration
of an institutional church serving as a community center in
so far as this is possible in a densely populated section of
The writer was a resident worker at the Henry Street Settle-
ment for several months and is, to some extent, familiar with the
splendid work done by the institutional churches in New York and
appreciates the big place they fill in the life of their respec-
tive communltie s
.
Hayden, Joel, "The church and its relation to community
social life," National Conference Social Work, 1922, pp. 322-327.
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a large city. It is estimated that there are 25,000 people,
mostly Sicilians, Italians and Hungarians, living within a
half-mile radius of the church - which is the only English-
speaking Protestant church in that locality."^
(3) OPTIMISTIC REACTIONS
The following resolution was adopted at a meeting of
the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America in
Indianapolis, December 13, 1923:^
"in view of the country-wide unrest, of
the increasingly apparent unwholesome effects of
our machine age upon the life and spirit of indus-
trial workers, of the strain of our modern civili-
zation, of the perils of youth arising out of the
pressure of commercialized amusements, it is
recommended that increasing attention he given by
all of our churches and local federations to the
subject of recreation and the application of its
deeper principles of education, citizenship-
development, creative self-expression, character-
building and community enrichment."
Miss Slattery sounds a most optimistic note in a
sentence taken from one of her books:
"Those who are near to the teaching work
of the church can see the great new light that
is permeating its work, both impressing the truth
and providing for the expression of it, and the
next ten years will see great strides made by the
teaching church in making the God that it repre-
sents so real that He will be the great force in
the building up of a sane, strong, iinselfish pub-
lic sentiment."
Zumbrunnen, A. C, The community church, pp. 113-119,
University of Chicago Press, 1922.
'^The Playground, Vol. XVII, No. 11, p. 581, Pebmary
1924^
Slattery, Margaret, The American girl and her community
,
p. 43, Boston; the Pilgrim Press; 1918T
cf
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(b) THE CONDITION OF THE COUNTRY CHURCH
The centrifugal forces let loose by the Protestant
Reformation have caused a great multiplicity of sects and
denominations. Religious prejudices sink deeper than most
others, and many communities are now incapable of good social
cooperation because of religious differences and religious
feuds. Today there is a great need that chiirch bodies realize
the condition of the country church and that they adopt a
definite policy against over-churching, against all jealousy,
denominational selfishness and aggressive propaganda by ex-
tension boards. If this could be accomplished, then by
conference and agreement a community church could serve a
community.
How long it will be before churches large in numbers
and rich in money will see their duty to the struggling country
church, and for the sake of future Americans formulate definite
plans for cooperation, one dare not say, but until some such
policy is reached and set at work we cannot hope for wide-spread
leadership on the part of the country church in the task of
making rural girlhood and boyhood strong, happy, efficient and
good.
The complicated nature of city life and the hetero-
geneity of the people with their widely different religious
beliefs make it especially difficult for the city chvirch to
establish itself on a sufficiently broad basis to make a com-
munity-wide appeal. The more simple social situation of the
small town would seem to offer more favorable ground for the
«f
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development of the church as a community center, but as yet
the community church movement has made comparatively little
headway in these smaller centers of population. As has been
stated, the reason for this is found largely in the multi-
plicity of diurches and the strong barrier of denominationalism
so characteristic of small communities. Where these diffi-
culties can be overcome, the community church is in a strategic
position of leadership that gives it unusual influence.
(c) PLAIN FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The writer has attempted to show that the church has
been the conservative institution in the community throughout
the ages, and that it, like the home, must be re-educated, it
must be re-trained so that it will recognize the fact that it
must meet needs, physical, mental and spiritual. Many pro-
gressive churches have adjusted themselves to new conditions
and new demands , The socialized or community church has been
the outcome; it realizes the need of guiding the leisure time
of the young people; it is throv/n open for social functions;
it has erected a social center adjacent to the church edifice;
it has a gymnasium and forms athletic leagues and tournaments
with other up-to-date churches. Youth in turn claims that the
church has not bridged the gulf between it and the young people;
that the church must come down from its self-erected pedestal
and engage itself in the things that young folk are interested
in.
However, the fact that certain churches fail to meet
fV
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the required standards that youth expects of the church as a
whole is no sign that all churches fail. Nevertheless there
are serious drawbacks to the community church movement which
are not only responsible for its failure to make more rapid
progress but also without question prevent it from being the
major coordinating force in community interplay.
For instance, in its desire to play an important role
In the community, the church frequently commits great social
errors. Most of these errors may be traced to a lack of
understanding regarding the division of labor among social
institutions, and to the absence of clear and definitely stated
functions of the church. The division of labor among institu-
tions must inevitably continue; the course of events cannot be
reversed by having the church reassume functions legitimately
lost in the process of social evolution.
(d) SOME BARRIERS TO THE LEADERSHIP OF THE CHURCH
IN COMMUNITY WORK
(1) One of the chief barriers to the leadership of the
church in community work is the wide divergence in religious
beliefs. In communities where there are Jews, Protestants and
Catholics, the deep-seated differences that characterize these
groups make the church an impracticable basis for cooperative
effort. We have no evidence that even the large and well estab-
lished Protestant denominations are ready to unite their forces
in the interests of the community church movement. The hetero-
geneous character of the population of a congested city community
CI
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makes it impracticable for any single center to meet all the
needs of those living adjacent to it. Denominational churches
have multiplied in small communities far beyond the pov/er of
the people to give them adequate support. It appears that de-
nominationalism occupies too prominent a place in the religious
world, and especially in the small tov/n and open country, to
give much promise for the development of community churches.
(2) The rank and file of the ministers in charge of
churches in the smaller cities and towns and the rural com-
munities do not possess the training and experience that would
qualify them for leadership in community churches and as long
as this fact remains true, the community church movement is
not likely to occupy a very prominent place in the field of
community organization.
(3) Many still believe that the work of the church
should be strictly limited to spiritual matters. They feel
that this emphasis upon community work is turning the church
into a social club or at least weakening its power as a religiou
force. There is by no means general agreement among church
adherents that the community church movement is sound either in
policy or in method.
c. THE SCHOOL AS AN INTEGRATING AGENCY
1. THE PROGRESSIVE SCHOOL OF TODAY
The following program representing the curriculmn in a
progressive school shows what this institution can do to equip
the child to fill his place as a social being in the community.
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Unfortunately in our own Commonwealth such modern programs are
only occasional. The ensuing discussion is introduced as an
illustration of how wide-spread is the self-imposed responsibility
of the "up-to-date" school.
Michael J. Downey, Assistant Superintendent of Boston
Public Schools, in a radio talk broadcasted in 1927, stated, in
substance, to his unseen audience, that the greatest education-
al advance in recent years has been the discovery of the in-
dividual. In the old days, the question of fitting the school
to the child did not arise. It was entirely a question of
fitting the child to the school.
The wisdom of the school was unquestioned; its policy
was unchangeable; its course of study inflexible; and the child
was expected to do exactly the work required,- no more and no
less. It was a matter of taking it all or leaving it all.
Today every progressive school system recognizes that
individual differences between pupils are so real and signif-
icant that they cannot be ignored. Thence there are the newer
types of school, such as the industrial and trade schools, the
mechanic arts and the practical arts schools, the clerical
schools, the disciplinary schools, the continuation schools and
the recently established junior high schools. Through these
diversified educational opportunities, these differentiated
courses of study found in the up-to-date school systems, the
school's own holding power is vastly increased.
Junior high schools are successful in keeping many
children in school a year longer than they would otherwise re-
CI
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main. The same is true of our high schools. Boston has today-
more pupils in high schools in proportion to its population
than any other city in the country.
Close upon the recognition of individual differences
came the newer discovery that we must educate the whole child.
Training of the intellect is not sufficient. In our modern,
complex civilization the school is called upon to furnish a
more comprehensive training than was ever before dreamed of.
Owing in no small measure to the changed character of the
modern home, the school, besides providing mental training,
must provide physical training and moral training.
(a) THE BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM
Physical training has already made great headway.
Witness Boston* s school doctors, school nurses, dental clin-
ics, physical examinations, campaigns for immunization and for
the correction of postural and cardiac defects, special classes
for undernourished, anemic and tuberculous children, for sub-
normal and mentally defective children, for children wholly or
partially deaf, for children with defective speech or defective
vision. Witness, also, Boston's splendid system of playgrounds
and its provision for physical exercises and athletic sports.
(b) THREE IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES
(1) CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
Moral training, of course, is not neglected. In any
well organized school system of today, the position of prom-
inence must be given unhesitatingly to the moral and spiritual

n
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training of the child. Character development through systematic
citizenship training is essential in oiir democracy both for the
welfare of the child and the welfare of society. As a matter
of fact, training for citizenship is the ultimate aim and the
sole justification of the establishment of a public school
system. It is the only reason why all the people and not mere-
ly the parents of children are taxed for the support of public
schools, and such training must include the inculcation of
spiritual ideals, the development of moral habits and the funda-
mental civic virtues.
For four years the teachers of Boston have been actively
engaged in preparing a systematic course of study in character
development covering each grade from kindergarten on through
the high school. This course has now been completed and serves
as a model for similar courses elsev/here. It is in constant
demand from all sections of the country.
Closely allied to character development is Boston's
newest adventure in educational advancement, namely, the ap-
pointment of a committee to undertake an investigation of the
emotions and their training. Little scientific knowledge as
to the place of training the emotions in an educational pro-
gram is available, and yet the important role which the emotions
play in the formation of character cannot be gainsaid.
(2) CONTROL OF THE EMOTIONS
Dr. J. E. Burke, Superintendent of Schools, in his 1927
report, states:
Burke, J. E., Annual Report of the Superintendent,
School Document No. 12, p. 31; 1927.
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"The emotions cannot longer be regarded as
forbidden topics disassociated from the realm of
legitimate pedagogy. On the contrary, they are
directly and fundamentally blended with intellect
and will in the formation of individual character."
It is true in education as well as elsewhere that out
of the heart are the issues of life. The recognition of in-
dividual differences led to the attempt on the part of educators
to fit the school to the individual rather than the individual
to the school. The recognition of the necessity of educating
the whole child led to the attempt to provide a comprehensive
system of well-rounded education, physical and moral as well
as mental.
Both attempts are doomed to failure unless we recognize
a third important truth or principle. It is futile to attempt
to fit the school or anything else to a child whom we do not
know. It is meaningless to talk of fitting the school to the
child unless we know something of the temperament and character
of the child, something of his peculiarities, aptitudes and
limitations. It is likewise senseless to attempt to train the
whole child unless we knov/ the whole child, the child in rela-
tion to his total environment, the child at play and among his
companions. In addition, we should know his attitude and the
attitude of his family towards the school, and something of
his home conditions. In other words, all the efforts of the
school will prove vain and ineffectual without the cooperation
of the home. The family is the basal tmit of society; the
school is but its agent and possesses only delegated powers and
authority. The school stands at law "in loco parentis."
f
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(3) COOPERATION BETWEEN HOME AND SCHOOL
This third educational discovery - the necessity of
cooperation between home and school - is of the utmost impor-
tance. It was through recognition of the importance and
necessity of cooperation between the home and school that the
Home and School Associations in Boston were organized and have
grown Eind flourished. Home and School Associations, by bringing
parent and teacher together in friendly, social relationship,
by fostering more sympathetic and more effective cooperation
between home and school, contribute in no small measure to the
successful accomplishment of the task in which both are vitally
interested, the education of our children and the advancement
of their welfare. Home and school must work together in the
closest and most cordial alliance, if we are to attain complete
success in our endeavor to make of our boys and girls of today
the intelligent, industrious, efficient, law-abiding, patriotic
American citizens of tomorrow.
Although neither the school nor the home has a monopoly
of the forces that form character in children, the opportunity
of each is so great that they are held to be chiefly responsible
for such personality defects as appear in adult behavior. In-
deed, the school and the home show a disposition to blame each
other for the failures that appear in the process of child-
training. But if parents are to escape more of parenthood
responsibilities, and schools are to take so much of the child's
time and energy, the schools should at least provide a place
for the married woman and the mother of children who wishes to
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return to teaching as her home duties lessen.
2. LEISURE TUfiE AND EXTRA CURRIGULAR ACTIVITIES
Dr. Eleanor Glueck''' looks to the day school to give
training for community activity, for citizenship, for con-
structive use of leisure time if any nation-wide effort to
arouse civic and social consciousness is to succeed. The
extra curricular activities of day school pupils, the in-
creasingly close cooperation between the school and the organ-
izations concerned in leisure time programs for boys and girls
of school age, the project method in teaching, are all tending
more closely to relate the school to the life of the neighbor-
hood. The widespread introduction into the schools of the
social studies, of vocational training, of activities which
consider the child's natural interest, such as club work,
athletics, music, drama and folk dancing, is a recognition
of the necessity of relating school and community. The vitaliz-
ing of the social studies by participation of school pupils in
Community Clean-Up Days, Fire Prevention Days, Baby Weeks,
Health Weeks and similar activities is strengthening the rela-
tionship of the school to the community and is resulting in the
use of the school for many activities outside of class hours
previously not included in the program of formal education.
In Ridgeway, Elk County, Pennsylvania,*^ for example.
Glueck, E. T., The community use of schools
, pp. 74,
Baltimore; The Williams & Wilkins Co., 1927.
Information from J, W. Sweeney, Superintendent of Elk
County Schools, Penn.
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there are two physical directors - a man and a woman - employed
by the public schools. These persons devote their entire time
to the direction of the leisure-time recreational activities
of about 1200 boys and girls.
"In the state of Massachusetts"'" alone there are sixty-
seven different kinds of extra curricular activities being
carried on in the schools. Among them are the following clubs:
Aero
Agriculture
All Sorts
Art
Assemblies
Athletic
Athletic Letter
Bands
Banking
Biology
Bird
Boys
Boys Gymnasium
Boy Scouts
Che cker
Chemistry
Chess
Civics
College
Color Guard
Community
Debating
Dramatic
Ele ctrical
Etiquette
Foreign Language
French
Freshman Declamation
German
Girls
Girl Scouts
Glee
Greek
Handcraft
History
Home
Household Arts
Junior Safety
Latin
Library Council
Literary
Math
Military Drill
Music
Navigation
Orchestras
Outing
Physics
Poultry
Prize Speaking
Radio
Rifle
School Socials
School Paper
Scholarship Honorary Society
Science
Sketching
Spanish
Study
Student Government of Teacher-Student
Council
Student Patrols
Student Welfare
Traffic Squads
Yoiing Men's Christian Associations
Young Women's Christian Associations
iReport of the Committee of the nigh school Masters Club
of Massachusetts on Extra Curricular Activities in the Public
Schools of Massachusetts, March 22, 1924.
f
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Of the sixty-seven activities, eight are found in more than
half of the schools - Assemblies, Athletics, Bands and
Orchestras, Class Meetings, Draraatic Clubs, Glee Clubs,
School Publications, Socials."
3. THE SITUATION IN THE RURAL DISTRICT
On the other hand, the average country community is
unwilling or unable to pay for the very best teachers; more-
over, living conditions are exceedingly hard, and congenial
companionship often not easy to find. The state ov/es to the
youth of poor, small, scattered rural communities the very
best guidance possible and should find a way to provide these
future citizens with teachers well -equipped in purpose and
rich in preparation for the high task of molding a generation.
(a) THE OREGON SCHOOL DISTRICTS
In Oregon, for instance, 11% of all the school districts
in the state are one-room, one-teacher rural schools. Eleven
per cent more are two-teacher schools. Thus a total of B2%
of all the school districts in the state are one and two-teacher
schools; enrolling approximately 21% of the entire school en-
rollme?it of the state. This means that from the standpoint of
equalizing educational opportunities, Oregon's problem is large-
ly one of providing adequately for its rural schools. However,
at the present time Oregon has no state equalizing fund with
which it can equalize the tax burden among the districts of the
state
.
iRainey, H. P., "The Problem of Financing the Rural Schools
p, 55, The American School Board Journal, August 1927.
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(b) THE RURAL SCHOOL CHILD
A child who happens to be born in a poor rural com-
munity has as much right to an education as one born in one
of the wealthier communities. More sentiment than reason has
been expended in the arguments on this question and it is true
that communities have been so heavily subsidized that it has
kept the citizens in an economically undesirable position.
We assume that no one challenges the statement that
more sentiment than reason has been expended in the arguments
and methods proposed to correct these economic mal-adjustments.
It is generally agreed that the whole question of equalizing
the burden among the rural districts and of determining what
constitutes ability to support education demands investigation,
much work and information that is now not available.
(c) THE STRENGTH OP PUBLIC OPINION
When public opinion demands a thing, it will come, and
if those interested in the welfare of the country boy and girl
can educate public sentiment up to the point where it will be
willing to consolidate schools, build suitable school houses,
provide possible quarters for the teachers' home and an auto-
mobile or other transportation to such quarters, the problem
will be well on the way to solution.
There are three women's clubs in Boston (The Daughters
of Vermont, the Daughters of New Hampshire and the Massachusetts
Maine Daughters) each giving annual scholarships with the
understanding that the young women to whom they are awarded
f
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will teach two years at least in the rural districts of their
respective states.
(d) THE PROGRESSIVE RURAL SCHOOL
The Agricultural High Schools'^ in some rural districts
are stimulating community activity as a part of their regular
school program. Home work in agriculture, such as the raising
of an acre of corn, potatoes, cabbage, the care of the home
orchard, or the poultry, is tending to unite school and com-
munity. The agricultural instructor visits the pupil on the
home fe.rm as he is working on his particular project, and he
thus has an opportunity of winning the cooperation and in-
terest of the parents.
In Maryland^ the Agricultural High Schools hold Farmers'
courses for rural teachers.
In cooperation with the Coxinty Extension Agents, teach-
ers are organizing Boys* Corn Clubs, Girls' Canning, Cooking
and Sewing Clubs. In Wisconsin these clubs meet once a month
or oftener for social meetings and discussion of their home
projects. In many of the Wisconsin High Schools a fair is
held at the end of the year to exhibit the practical work of
the boys and girls of the school. This brings before the
attention of the school patrons the activities of the children.
Galpin, C. J., and James, I. A., "Rural relations of High
Schools," University of Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, pp. 33-34-35.
^Lindsey, S. A., "Our Rural Life and Farm Problems,"
Document No. 334, 1913, Washington, D. C.
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A Community Fair is held each year by the Livingston
High School of Wisconsin, in charge of the High School faculty
and students, at which there is an attendance of 2000 to 3000
persons. Prize money is contributed by the farmers and busi-
ness men of the district. The teachers of the one-room schools
of the immediate district are invited to arrange an exhibit
representing the school and home work of their pupils,-^ Thus
the relationship between the rural schools and the people of
the district is strengthening.
Inter- school activities are also serving as a factor in
making of the school house a community center. Contests in
athletics, debating, spelling, school fairs and exhibits are
creating among the school pupils a sense of membership to
groups larger than the neighborhood and thus broadening their
social horizon. Such activities, together with the numerous
school entertainments and socials, are bringing thousands of
people to the school houses who might not otherv/ise have the
incentive to come or in any way to concern themselves in the
schools.
It is with joy and hope that we witness what has been
done in the West and in some southern states. The artistic
and suitable buildings, with safe and wholesome sanitary con-
ditions and facilities for limch, the beautified school grounds
with model school gardens, the well -equipped playground which
the community shares, the teachers* home, all demonstrate what
can be done
.
-"-Galpin, C. J., and James, I. A,, "Rural Relations of High
Schools," University of Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, p, 40.
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(e) CONCLUSION
When one contrasts such rural schools with the old,
dirty, unsanitary and unwholesome one-room building, of
which there are still 175,000 such schools in rxiral America,
set in a bleak, unattractive "yard, " furnished with old desks,
impossible blackboards, and windows through which little light
comes, presided over by a poorly-equipped teacher who, through
loneliness, unsuitable "boarding-place" and insufficient
salary, has lost both enthusiasm and ambition, it seems decided-
ly unfair that America should give to one group of its future
home-makers and citizens so much and to others so little.
Effort has been made to show that the progressive school
appears to feel the responsibility of leadership in the students
free time activities and is attempting through extra curricular
activities to strengthen the relationship of the school to the
home and the relationship of the school to the community*
The following letter is introduced to show that the
majority of our schools, even in Massachusetts, are not meet-
ing through their programs the individual needs of the child.
If they were, such conditions as are set forth in this com-
munication could not exist. Therefore we are prompted to feel
that the school fails in its obligation to the delinquent child
and the truant child and by so doing turns that child over to
the community and to the state a liability instead of an asset.
Consequently some other institution must shoulder the burden
of solving the problem such children create.
In spite of all the favorable comments made concerning
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our schools, this letter prompts us to guard against too much
optimism.
"My dear Mrs. Pigeon:
"On the basis of seven years with this
organization (Children's Aid Association) and
about thirteen years more with organizations
protecting children in Massachusetts and
Pennsylvania, I am convinced that the place of
the truant school in this State, or in any other
State, is not soundly established. I do not be-
lieve that sending a boy away from his own home
to a County or any other institution is the
solution of the problem, for truancy is usually
a symptom and it is not considered good practice
to treat symptoms only.
"My belief is that a very large percent-
age of tioiancy comes from poor curricula or unwise
administration of our public schools. In my work
I have seen many instances where failure to in-
dividualize the child has resulted in his loss of
Interest in school, which in turn was followed by
truancy and other delinquency. There are a number
of instances of boys who have become ti^ants and
delinquent because through defective vision they
could not do well in their studies and hold up
their end among their fellows. There is also
evidence that truancy is Indicative of bad home
conditions.
"in some of these instances it may be
necessary to remove a child from his home. If
this has to be done he should be treated as a
neglected child because his home is bad, or should
be treated as a delinquent child because his own
misconduct has proceeded so far that it cannot be
controlled in home and school. If the latter is
true, then the existing State Institutions for
delinquent children are adequate.
"Many communities are meeting the situa-
tion in a practical way. Boston, through Its
Disciplinary School which children attend during
the day only, is reducing truancy. Rochester,
New York, through its School Court and occasional-
ly through the City Courts, is forcing parents to see
that children attend school. New York City and London
have made helpful studies of the subject."
"Alfred F. Whitman
Executive Secretary"
^The letter is written by Whitman, A. P., Executive Secre-
tary of the Children's Aid Association.
rc
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Although the theory that every child has a right to
educational opportunities is firmly established, we find
no provision made by the day school for the underprivileged
child who, because of economic or other reasons, is obliged
to leave school at fourteen or sixteen.
Can we, in justice to the evidence presented, con-
sider the school, dealing as it does with only those children
who are fortunate enough to remain in school after reaching
the age of fourteen, a major force in coordinating community
interplay?
Obviously not; therefore let us turn to the fourth of
the already established vital-interest groups - The Settlement
House
•
d. THE SETTLEMENT HOUSE AS AN INTEGRATING AGENCY
1. PROBLEMS CREATED BY THE CITY
More than half Americans population is now urban.
In 1790, 3^ of the population of America lived in cities.
In 1920, 53% lived in cities.^ This constant migration of
2people from the country to the cities is a most significant
movement of population in both Europe and America. It por-
trays economic and social motives that indicate an increasing
urbanizing of civilized people everywhere and everywhere
iniral statesmanship is attempting to cope with the problem.
Nash, J. B., The organization and administration of play-
grounds and recreation
, p. 7, New York; Barnes, A. 3. & Co., 1927.
^Groves, E. R., The rural mind and social welfare
, p. 41,
Chicago; University Press, 1922.
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A striking fact with reference to city drift Is the greater
J migration of females than males.
I
(a) DECREASE OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR RECREATION
However simple and Idealistic may be the home training
I
of a city girl, the streets, shops, theatres, restaurants and
other places of public amusement fairly shriek to her the
gospel of Material Good. She must be strong Indeed of soul
to resist such an all pervasive atmosphere. The rooms of the
j
city home are shaped like band boxes, there is no room for
amusements, ttierefore they are sought elsewhere. The average
^ urban apartment or tenement offers to young folks neither work,
recreation nor privacy and their lives have become, of neces-
sity, almost entirely objective. This is a prime disadvantage
because of the cutting down of the opportunities that develop
stamina, power, vitality. When we reall2;e that all development
is resident in activities, it is apparent why it is necessary
to maintain these opportunities for wholesome activities.
Health, citizenship, morality and even Intellect are not ab-
stract qualities which can be secured directly. They are the
outcome of activities. The value of activities is only in the
doing and practically never in the witnessing.
(jj The city child has lost the homestead, the back yard, the
alley, the small shop and the opportunity for wholesome activi-
ties has been cut dovm to a point far below our realization.
(b) INCREASE OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNVVHOLESORIE STANDARDS
The increase of opportunity for unwholesome activities
C
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has been steady. The writer refers to the busy street; the
fire around the block; the fight on the corner; the police
making an arrest in a nearby apartment; the stealing of a ride
on the truck or electric car; the tormenting of the fruit
vendor on the corner; the railroad yard, the dock, and many
other things. Unguided and undirected under these opportuni-
ties, the child sets unwholesome standards.
The cutting down of the wholesome types of activities
and the inci*eased number of unwholesome activities in cities
have thrown upon the community a tremendous burden which, as
a matter of fact, it is not carrying. This congestion is no
fault of any individual family, nor is it the fault of the
boy. Rather it is the result of the normal growth of any city.
As a silent witness to this, stands the ugly fact that
the great mass of our desperate criminals are under twenty-one;
our penal institutions are being filled with people whom even
the lavi/ does not recognize as old enough to become citizens.
(c) SOME ALARMING STATISTICS CONCERNING BOSTON
The 1920 Census showed that there are:
(1) 95,000 boys of school age in Boston.
(2) About 5,000 boys come from wealthy families.
(3) 30,000 more come from homes that might be
rated as having a comfortable income.
(4) 60,000 boys in Boston are underprivileged - they
lack wholesome opportunities for living.
(5) 45,000 of these underprivileged boys do not have
desirable home life and do not come in contact
with any social agency.
r
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Is it any wonder that there were 1,929 boys iinder
eighteen years of age arrested in Boston in 1926? Ninety
per cent or 1,609 of these boys came from the group of
45,000 underprivileged boys.-*-
How the underprivileged boy will spend his leisure
time is one of the most insistent community problems with
which any city has to deal. Its solution will largely
determine whether he is going to be a social liability or
an asset to Boston.
(d) IMPORTANCE OF COMRIERCIAL RECREATION
Into this complicated city problem for both the child
and the adult comes commercial recreation. It is attempting
to squeeze out the life-giving recreational activities. Not
all of it is bad, for it ranges from jazz to grand opera; in
fact much of it is operated in as clean and wholesome a manner
as possible but it emphasizes the place of the spectator and
minimizes the place of the participant.
Mr. E. B. De Groot sums up the situation in this way:
"Commercialism is chiefly responsible for
putting the 'wreck* in the rec-reation of an ever-
increasing number of young people. So long as we
remain as 'fish' and take our recreation through
suction rather than our higher powers of self-
expression, so long will we remain, as Viscovmt
Grey has said, 'a pie asure-seeking but not a
pleasure -finding people .
*
These figures were given to the writer by an official of
the Boys' Club of Charlestown when she spoke in its behalf in
a recent drive.
^Nash, J. B., The organization and administration of play-
grounds and recreation
, p. 13, New York; Barnes, A. S. & Co.,
1^^.
c
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2. THE PROBLEMS OF THE RURAL DISTRICT
(a) FOLK DEPLETION AND DECLIKIE
Professor Edward A. Ross-^ made in 1911 a walking trip
through certain parts of 2?ural New England for the purpose of
studying the social life of communities which for some time
had been decreasing in population. He found that the more
thoughtful people of these communities felt that the stand-
ards of social life were gradually falling and he paints a
rather gloomy picture of country conditions in two rural
sections.
Without question, in comforts, morality, educational
opportunities, and public idealism many rural New Englsmd com-
munities are now better off than they were in the past in spite
of a decrease of population. In other sections undoubtedly
there has been degeneration as well as a lessening of the
population. In each of these communities the character of
the social life depends largely upon who goes and who stays.
What is happening in any rural community is precisely
what may be expected anywhere under the three conditions of
lack of wholesome and Innocent recreation, absence of religious
influences and want of parental supervision. Professor Ross
feels that "the root of the trouble "mentioned above, is not
o
folk degeneration but folk depletion,"
"Sloss, E. A., The social trend
.
Chap. Ill, p. 34, New York;
The Century Co., lW^7~
Ross, E. A., The social trend
, p. 43, New York; The Century
Co., 1922.
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(b) SERIOUS MORAL CONDITIONS AMONG YOUTH
He describes an old agricultural section as follows:^
"The continual departure of young people
who would in time have become leaders results
eventually in a visible moral decline of the com-
munity. The roads are neglected, which means
less social intercourse and a smaller turnout to
school and church and public events. School
buildings and grounds deteriorate and the false
idea takes root that it pays to hire the cheaper
teacher. The church gets into a rut, fails to
start up the social and recreative activities
which bind the young people to it, and presently
ceases to be a force. Frivolity engrosses the
young because no one organizes singing schools,
literary societies or debating clubs. Presently
a generation has grown up that has missed the
uplifting and refining influence of these communal
institutions. There is a marked decline in stand-
ards of individual and family morality. It is
noticed that people are not up to the level of
their forefathers, that they are coarser in their
tastes and care less for higher things. Vice and
sensuality are not so restrained as of yore, and
as a result the false opinion goes abroad that the
community is 'degenerate* and therefore past re-
demption. "
2
In Eugene O'Neill's play, "Anna Christie," the heroine,
echoes the sentiment of the country people whom Professor Ross
Interviev/ed,-
"Talk about the purity of the open country,
"
said one. The moral conditions among our boys and
girls are worse than in the lowest tenement house in
New York. In the city the youth has interests, some-
thing to take his mind off his instincts. Here, life
in the isolated farmhouses during the winter is like-
ly to be lonely and dreary for the young people.
Nobody to see, nobody going by, what is more natural
Ross, E. A., The social trend , pp. 45-46, New York;
The Century Co., 1922.
^O'Neill, Eugene, Anna Christie , Act III, New York;
Boni & Liveright, 1925.
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than that boys should get together In the barn
and while away the long winter evenings talking
obscenity, telling filthy stories, recounting
sex exploits and encouraging one another in
vileness?"
We realize from information presented that the problem
of leisure -time activities is just as serious in the country
I
as in the city. Time was when in New England and New York
and Pennsylvania there was a community to which every farmer
belonged with some pleasure and pride. The absence of com-
munity life throughout these country regions expresses today
what one man calls "the intolerable conditions of country life
.
This community decline from folk depletion has been
occurring sporadically for hundreds of years. The double at-
traction of city and frontier, coupled with the influence cf
schools and newspapers, has depleted our old rural communities
today with unprecedented rapidity. Indications point to the
fact that other countries also are affected with this situation.
Prom England, Italy and Scandinavia we hear of rural populations
retrograding, owing to the loss of their ambitious units by
! emigration.
I
3. PUNDAI4ENTAL NEED OF AN INTEGRATED NEIGHBORHOOD
In the previous pages attention has been directed to
Ij)
the increasing complexity of the social fabric, owing to modem
Industrialism and the rapid growth of large cities; to the dis-
'"Ross, E. A., The social trend , p. 40, New York; The Century
Co., 1922.
^Publication of the American Sociological Study; Vol. V,
p. 174.
(
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integration of community life in the great city, in the factory
\\ ~v town and in the country village. The present situation shows
that purposeful organization of social forces must be effected
in order to create an adjustment of relationships between the
people and to insure the highest degree of social, economic,
physical and spiritual well-being to the individual.
.
One must accept the fact that there is a fate which in-
fluences the individual according to the neighborhood life which
plays about him. The individual becomes embedded into society
through the family, the associations of the family, and the
reactions of the neighborhood or neighborhoods in which he has
lived. In other words, there are neighborhoods and neighbor-
hoods and certain it is that neighborhoods are mighty in their
effect on the individual and on the functioning of our national
forces.
True as it is that the largest political unit, namely,
our national government, represents the highest form of coopera-
tive action and influences every small unit in a great degree,
nevertheless, history has again and again proved that national
strength cannot be gauged by government action, but only by the
response of the small units that make up a nation. That is one
^ reason why we have become suspicious of bureaucracy in any form,
and why we have come to believe in the influence of ties of
locale,
4. THE SETTLEMENT MOVEMENT
(a) PIONEERS IN THIS WORK
The settlement movement expresses the first realization
c4
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of the need for an institution through which neighborhood con-
sciousness might be preserved, strengthened and directed and
constitutes a fascinating chapter in the history of social
engineering in America,
In 1887 Dr. Stanton Coit-*- established the Neighborhood
Guild on the lower East Side of New York. In 1889 Hull House
in Chicago, under the leadership of Jane Addaras and Ellen
Gates Starr, came into being. Three years later Andover House
in Boston, now known as South End House, was established by
William J. Tucker and the late Robert A. Woods. This movement^
has steadily grown until there are at present some 450 neigh-
borhood houses in the United States; far too few to meet the
need. An important factor in the success of this movement in
America has been and is today the high type of leaders attract-
ed into its service. The founders of the work in the early
days were people of unusual ability and personality who were
able to carve out new plans and secure the needed public sup-
port. Much of the early authentic information concerning the
congested life of the large cities has been made available
through the painstaking and first hand studies carried on by
settlements. The settlement is also a guiding spirit in a
constructive effort for neighborhood improvement. Its activi-
ties are sufficiently broad and inclusive to cover the most
important phases of community life. The success of the settle
-
Steiner, J. F., Community organization
, p. 113, New York;
The Century Co., 1925.
%oods, R. A., and Kennedy, Albert, Handbook of settlements
,
published at 20 Union Park, Boston.
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ment movement is nowhere more clearly demonstrated than In
the fact that its early experimental activities have one by
one proved their worth and have been taken over by public and
private agencies. Yet the settlements still need their leader-
ship in bringing about a more wholesome neighborhood life in
the congested districts in which they are usually located.
5. CONCLUSION
It is evident that the settlement house movement is a
neighborhood rather than a community project. The nature of
its financial support and the fact that it owes its establish-
ment and its leadership to persons who had not previously be-
longed to the neighborhood, but are closely identified with
the worthy social activities of some church, make it more or
less distinctly a paternalistic enterprise, dependent on the
vision of the head worker. Therefore settlements, because
they are neighborhood projects and because they are private-
ly financed and wholly dependent upon the zeal of a few
philanthropists for survival, cannot be considered practically
worthy to be denominated the major coordinating force in
community interplay - even though we are eager to show ap-
preciation for the noble neighborhood work it is doing.
The Home, the Chtirch, the School and the Settlement
House are coordinating institutions, minor not major.
In the following pages we shall present what remains -
the agency which is entitled to stand first in holding community
life, urban or rural, together - in fact and in name - the
Community Center.
Ii
I
I
I
I.
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C. THE COMMUNITY CENTER AS A FCRCE FOR COMMUNITY INTERPLAY
I, INTRODUCTION
Miss Mary P. Follett, the "mother" of the School Center
movement in Boston, says,
"The Gornmunlty Center movement is a
movement to mo^bilize community forces and to
get these forces expressed in o\ir social and
political life. Each coKttnunlty, it is becom-
ing recognized, has its own desires, its own
gifts, its OT/n inherent powers to bring to
the life of the whole city. But these inner
forces must be freed and utilized for public
ends. The Community Center movement is a
movement to release the potential values of
neighborhood life, to find a channel for them
to flow in, to help people find and organize
their ov/n resources. It is to provide a means
for the self-realization of neighborhoods."!
The various methods of neighborhood integration eoce
being actualized in Community Centers, School Centers, Neigh-
borhood Associations, etc. There are many names for the many
forms in which this vital need is finding esq^ression.
This study is concerned with the school house as an
instrumentality for the organization of community life - civic,
social, recreational - with particular attention directed to-
ward the development, present extent and character of the
community use of the school buildings in the United States.
Dr. aiueck, in her Preface to "The Community Use of
Schools," makes this statement:
Follett, M. P., The new state
, p. 205, New York; Longmans,
Green & Co., 1920.
^Glueck, E. T., The community use of schools
,
preface p. xi,
Baltimore; Williams & Wilkins Co., 1927.
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"it is not assumed that the school
would be In every neighborhood the most ef-
fective community center. The writer feels
that from the point of view of the establish-
ment of a nation-wide program for the purpose-
ful organization of neighborhood life, it is
the most suitable center because it is public
property, it is non- sectarian, non-partisan,
non-exclusive in character, and wide-spread in
its influence upon the life of the people,"
II. EARLY AND SPORADIC CCMMUNITY USE CF SCHOOLS
The use of schools for purposes other than those of
formal education may be traced to early New England, where
the school was the natural center of community life. Here
the neighbors gathered for play, for deliberation, and for
worship; for socials, debates and musicals. Here the town
meetings were held and local problems threshed out.^ With
the rapid grov/th of urban life in the United States, the
school houses fell into general disuse for community pur-
poses, although there is some evidence that the Lyceum and
other societies for the diffusion of knowledge, which sprang
up during the early part of the Nineteenth Century, occasion-
ally utilized the school houses for their meetings.
The earliest legislation relating to the extended use
of public school houses appears in 1859 in the state of Indiana,
not in the New England states where one might expect to find it.
Metzdorf, A. E. and Campbell, Walter, "Neighborhood Center
Movement" Playground Magazine, Feb. 1918, pp. 542-548.
Semi-centennial Proceedings on the 50th Anniversary of the
Concord Lyceum, 1879, p. 14.
^Acts of 1859, p. 181, Section 6514.
#m
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However, in these early settlements the availability of the
school house was taken for granted, therefore no laws were
needed with reference to the extended use of schools. V/hen
the New Englander migrated westward he took with him the
customs of the parent colonies, but in order to use the school
as he had be-en wont, he was forced to enact legislation per-
mitting such use. By 1881 the states of New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Maryland, West Virginia,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas and Iowa found
it necessary to enact legislation on the use of the school
house for other than regular school purposes. These laws
were of a very general nature, permitting use for "religious,
literary and other public gatherings" and in Massachusetts
for "evening schools." By 1897 the states of Washington,
Illinois, Ohio, North Dakota, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania
and Utah had enacted legislation permitting such use. These
early laws made no provision for the financing of community
activities except in New York and Massachusetts.
The school building was used chiefly because no town
hall or church was available. There v/as obviously no effort
on the part of school authorities to adapt the school to the
needs of extended use and in three states the law especially
forbade the removal of furniture.^
Glueck, E. T., The community use of schools
, p. 14, Baltimore
The Williams & Wilkins Co., 1927.
^Ibid., pp. 14-15.
3lbid., p. 15.
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The organization in 1884 in Hesperia, Michigan, of the
Teachers* and Patrons* Association, now knov/n as the National
Congress of Parent and Teacher Associations, was the first
recognized effort to reinstate the little red school house of
colonial days in its position of community gathering place.
Branches of this association spread not only throughout Michigan
but througli other states as well until today it has over a
million members with branches in every state except Nevada.
^
As cities grew apace, the need for the provision of
recreational facilities for the people became manifest. It
is a far cry from the so-called sand gardens of Boston in 1886
to the all-year-round recreation system of the present.
Further, there has been a marked broadening and deepening of
the conception of recreation which means considering the
necessity of exercising those desires and ambitions which
build up public consciousness through participation in civic
effort as well as developing physical vigor.
About 1897 many thinkers began to urge fuller utiliza-
tion of schools not only on the basis of economy, but of
spiritual necessity. It was pointed out that the people of the
United States were not receiving their full return on the
$450,000,000 invested in school buildings, and it was suggested
that without materially increasing this expenditure, much full-
er use could be made of school property.
^Lecture by Mrs. Reeve, the recently retired president of
the Parent-Teacher Association, at Teachers College, Boston,
March 1, 1928.
^Boston Traveler, June 18, 1927.
3Gove, A. C, Proper Use of the School House," National
Education Association, 1897.
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In several cities an attempt was made through private
initiative and funds to stimulate and encourage the community
use of schools. In New York City in 1901 eig^^t schools were
opened through the efforts of private citizens who furnished
the necessary funds for the provision of evening recreation.-^
In those cities where the work was begun, it progressed rapid-
ly because it was really meeting a popular need. About 1905
forward-looking people began to say that there was need of
more intensive local action. They saw that the recreation
movement included only a portion of the possibilities that
should be developed in a program adequate enougli to meet the
needs of the leisure field. In 1906 when the Play Ground and
Recreation Association was founded a nation-wide effort was
made to provide for and organize the leisure time of the people.
Between 1899 and 1906, only twenty cities made provision for
2
recreation. Between 1906 and 1910, fifty-five cities had
provided for recreation through public playgrounds, park
recreation houses and schools.
^Stitt, E. D., "Evening Recreation Centers," Tenth
Year Book, National Society for the Study of Education,
p. 40.
^Rainwater, Clarence, The play movement in the United
States, p. 21, Chicago; University of Chicago Press,
1$SS.
3lbid., p. 114.
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III. THE CHICAGO FIELD HOUSE-^
Much can be learned from the history of commimlty center
development in Chicago. Daring 1905 an enlarged system of
recreation centers was started in connection with public parks
in Chicago, where large areas were set aside and where build-
ings were erected in the various sections of the city -
buildings which included indoor gymnasiums for both men and
women, club rooms, assembly halls, lunch rooms and branch sta-
tions of the public library. Prom year to year Chicago has
added to her layout finer parks, more opportunities for varied
activities, better field houses, which are larger, more ade-
quate and more beautiful. This kind of provision is found to
be uneconomical for the average comjminity because the expense
of erecting separate buildings runs higher than #20,000,000.
A few years ago the president of the West Park Commission said
in his annual address, that the policy of special buildings in
Chicago should be abolished and that he believed it municipal
economy to use schools. In 1925 the playgrounds of the
recreation commission of Chicago, fifty-seven in number, were
placed under school board control. This is very significant,
when one realizes that Chicago has been the outstanding ex-
ponent of separate commission control.
An advance step for a school system, and one which in-
•'Berg, H. 0., "The School as the People's Club House,"
p. 1, Physical Education Series, No. 6, Department of the
Interior - Bureau of Education, 1925.

volves a very praiseworthy coimminlty attitude has been an-
nounced by William J, Bogan,"^ Superintendent of Schools in
Chicago. The forming of a partnership with Chicago's three
million citizens in the development of a vast and revolution-
ary program whereby the public schools of the city will be
adapted for service to all classes and ages "from the cradle
to the grave" is the major policy in the plan. It is to be
brought about by the formation of the school citizenship
council, composed of leaders in all walks of life. This
council will serve Mr, Bogan and his assistants in the pro-
motion of the idea.
Just as universities are now becoming "universities
for life," so Mr* Bogan* s plan for the Chicago public sdtiool
system is to be a "school for life" for all of Chicago' cit-
izens, "in a day where great cities have populations that are
inarticulate, where people do not know how to act as a unit
such real civic centers will be the mainstay of democracy,
"
says Mr. Bogan,
IV, THE ROCHESTER EXHSRIMENT AND ITS EFFECT
The demonstration that created a decided stir in
national thought was that in Rochester, New York, from 1907
to 1908 under the leadership of Edward J. Ward. Mr. Ward
visited Chicago and other cities and came to the conclusion
that the school houses should be used not only to meet the
"The National Community Center Association," Members'
Bulletin No. 9, October 1928, pp. 2-3.
ft
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requirements of the regular school curriculum, but should serve
after school hours as the neighborhood social center. His argu-
ment was based not only on economy of operation but also on
the fact that the school house usually taps the center of popu-
lar appeal, it is accessible. Further, Mr, Ward believed in
using the school house as a community center because of the
democratic ideal for which the American school house stands.
Mr. Ward's experiment in Rochester gave the first real
impetus to the community use of school houses in the United
States. With small funds and a school plant no better equipped
than that of any other city, but with a progressive board of
education, he succeeded in accomplishing what other cities had
considered impossible."^ Five thousand dollars was appropriated
for school center work the first year; the appropriation for
the second year was |10,000, and for the third season was
^20,000. The Mayor gave his allegiance to the political boss
who was opposing school centers. The election campaign centered
on the question of the wider use of school houses as "centers
of democratic intelligence and popular sovereignty" and "the
bosses won."
The Rochester experiment created wide interest and
stimulated discussion by the National Municipal League, the
Playground Association of America, the Department of Superin-
tendence of the National Education Association, Teachers*
JWho's Who in the United States, 1924-1925, p. 3310.
%ard, E. J., The social center
, p. 199, New York;
D. Appleton and Company, 1913.
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Institutes and similar organizations, concerning the opportunity
which the public school offers as a center for constructive
communal activity.-^ One of the stimulating situations in
this agitation was the fact that although the appropriation
for the School Centers was curtailed yet so great was the
enthusiasm of the staff of directors for the thing they were
doing, that they agreed, when the appropriation ran out, to
2
continue to the end of the season without salary.
V. EXTENSION DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OP WISCONSIN^
In 1909, Mr. Ward was invited by the Extension Depart-
ment of the University of Wisconsin to organize school centers
throughout the state of Wisconsin, since called the "breeding
ground of social centers." Thus grew the Wisconsin Bureau of
Civic and Social Center Development which placed the services
of an adviser at the disposal of those local communities of the
state which wished to utilize their school houses for community
purposes. The Bureau also prepared loan library collections,
bulletins containing subjects for debate, furnished lectures,
readings, recitals, concerts, correspondence study courses and
outlines for study clubs. ^ Most universities have regard-
Ward, E. J., "The Southv/estern School Center Conference,"
Survey, March 18, 1911, pp. 1002-1003.
%ard, E. J., The social center
, p. 200, New York;
D. Appleton & Co., 1913^
3wisconsln University Extension, "introductory Statement
of the Bureau of Civic and Social Service Development,"
October 1911.
4Ward, E. J., The social center
, p. 206, New York;
D. Appleton & Co., 1913.
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ed themselves and have been regarded by others somewhat as
sacred shrines. The University of Wisconsin has led the way
to the new conception that the function of the university is
to serve all the people of the state through a great extension
division as a means of aiding in the full use of public educa-
tional facilities.
VI. THE NEV/ YORK CENTERS^
In the program of complete social center development
the use of the school house as public lecture centers is
important. In many cities this functioning has been begun,
but nowhere else in the world has so large a public lecture
system been developed as in New York City where it was, at
first, called "Free Lectures to Working Men and Working
Women •
"
The director of extension has under his charge summer
schools, vacation schools and recreation centers, involving -
obviously - a very heavy program during the entire year.*^
It has been stated that many of the school buildings in New
York City are in use twenty-four hours each day in the
4
year.
^Ward, E. J., The social center
, p. 207 f. New York;
D. Appleton & Company, 1913.
'^Glueck, E. T., The community use of schools
, pp. 22-23
Baltimore; The Williams & Wilkins Co., 1927.
'^During the summer months the activities in the New
York Centers are adjusted to meet the change of seasons.
The social dancing in the school yards is not only well
attended but enjoyed by an audience comprising the entire
neighborhood.
^Information from Mr, Glbney, the Director.
,m
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Mr. Perry of the ftussell Sage Foundation made a survey
of Evening Recreation Centers in 1909 and 1910 and reported in
connection with the New York Centers-'- that during the season
1909-1910, thirty-one Evening Recreation Centers were maintained
by the Board of Education in Manhattan, Bronx and Brooklyn.
With the exception of five they were open six nights a week
from October to April,- aggregate attendance for season
2,165,457, making a nightly average of 12,985 for all thirty-
one centers. Study rooms were available at twenty-seven centers,
bathing facilities at twenty-four, and the staff of principals,
teachers, gymnasts, and other employees numbered two hundred;
one-third of the school buildings devoted to this enterprise
were for the entertainment of women and girls only.
VII. THE PLAN AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE MILWAUKEE CENTERS
The work In Milwaukee as described by Harold 0. Berg,
Supervisor Extension Department, in 1913, seems very successful.
The wider use of the school plant was achieved under a state law
which authorizes school boards to establish and maintain special
activities such as evening schools, social centers and library
branches by means of a special two and one-tenth mill tax, pro-
vided the question has passed at a referendum of the people.
Each of Milwaukee's three full-time centers (those
open five afternoons and six evenings a week) is in charge of
a director who devotes his full time to the work. The day
""Perry, C. A., "Evening Recreation Centers," p. 11,
Russell Sage Foimdation, 1911, No. 85.
o 1
t
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school principals who assume charge of the part-time centers
(those open only four evenings a week) are paid according to
attendance. The activities are those usually conducted in
the average center. However, here is an interesting bit of
cooperation. To prevent young people from using the social
center as a dodger, cards are issued to those whose parents
demand them, upon which the doorkeeper writes the director's
name, the name of the young person who is asking for it, the
date, the hour of his arrival and the hour of leaving. This
is freely advertised and mentioned at all entertainments.-^
It is not possible within the scope of this study to
present in detail the activities carried on in the larger
cities as Philadelphia, St. Louis, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, San Francisco and many others. Such
data have been chosen by the writer as will give some in-
dication of the general tendencies of the movement. However,
the Boston Center will be studied very closely. It may be
assumed that the general plan of its activities is similar to
systems In many of the other centers.
VIII. COOPERATION OF AN EDITOR
Since 1882, Colonel Frank P. Holland, editor of "Farm
and Ranch" and of "Holland's Magazine," the leading agri-
cultural journal of the South, had been agitating through
-^Berg, H. 0., "Municipal Neighborhood Recreation Center,"
p. 3 f - Playground and Recreation Association of America,
1 Madison Avenue, New York City.
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the columns of these papers for the community use of school
houses. In 1910 these efforts began to bear fruit, for it was
in the Southwest that the first concrete action to develop school
social centers occurred outside of the state of Wisconsin.
After a year of agitation, conducted by the Texas Federation
of Women's Clubs; by the Oklahoma State Federation of Women's
Clubs and by the University of Texas and Colonel Holland
through his magazine and the full-time efforts of one of his
editors, a general conference was called on February 1, 1911,
by the Colonel to meet on February 17th at Dallas, Texas.
This gathering was the first in the United States expressly
called for the purpose of promoting social centers through
the wider use and added equipment of school houses. Three
hundred fifty delegates from five states and sixty towns and
rural communities attended the conference whose effect was
felt almost immediately.^
IX. THE FIRM ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SCHOOL CENTER
At the July, 1911 meeting of the National Education
Association in San Francisco, a resolution was passed approv-
ing the coraiminity use of school buildings for recreational,
cultural, civic and cooperative purposes.
In October, 1911, the Bureau of Civic and Social
Center Development of the University of Wisconsin called a
Handbook on Social Centers: Texas Federation of Women's
Clubs, "The Social Center Idea," pp. 10-11.
2ibid., pp. 10-11.
Spearse, C. G., "The Cooperation of the National Education
Association in Civic and Social Center Development," p. 1 f.
c
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national conference "to promote the development of intelligent
public spirit through community use of the coromon school house
for free discussion of public questions and all wholesome
civic, educational and recreational activities . This gather-
ing did not become a permanent organization until several years
later. The keynote of the meeting was that the civic and
social center movement of the United States is the beginning
of a new democracy extending the spirit of Interest in public
affairs to the homes of the people.^ We find there were two
distinct types of school centers - the one represented by
New York, which was highly standardized and paternalistic, and
the other represented by those which Ward had established in
Rochester. Interest having been aroused it was now left to
individual communities and boards of education to decide upon
the merits of eac^. The convention was, in the words of
Ward, "the getting together of some of us to promote the get-
ting together of all of us in the place that belongs to all
of us to do the work that no less than all of us can do."
The Interest created by the Wisconsin Conference was
reflected ub the rural territories of the Northv/est and the
South where there had previously been little or no activity
qf this nature. Many state universities (in Virginia,
^Ward, E. J,, The social center
, pp. 204-205-206,
New York; D. Apple ton & Company, 1913.
^Calendar No. 335, Senate Report 391, 63rd Congress.
3V/ard, E. J., The social center
, pp. 204-205-206,
New York; D. Appleton & Company, 1913.
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California, Kansas, Missouri, Texas and Oklahoma) began through
their extension divisions to encourage the use of school houses
as community centers and the United States Bureau of Education
sent out bulletins describing the progress of social and
recreation center work. In the summer of 1913 the Superin-
tendent of Schools of Vi/est Virginia called for a thousand
volunteers among the seven thousand teachers in the state to
organize their respective communities into "social centers" for
the purpose of "social, recreational, and intellectual benefits."
A Handbook of Suggestions and Programs was furnished to those
who were willing to undertake the work.
A steady grov/th in the community use of school buildings
was manifest. In 1911, forty-eight cities were conducting
recreation centers in two hundred forty-eight school buildings.
In 1912, seventy-two cities were conducting them in two hundred
seventy-eight school buildings.^ Perry reported extension
activities in two hundred seven cities in 1912.^ ^n 1913 there
were six hundred twenty-nine recreation centers in one htmdred
4fifty-two cities. In 1914 Perry reported two hundred eighty-
nine cities conducting lectures in the school buildings.
There were so-called "social centers" in one hundred twenty-nine.
Perry, C. A., "Social Center Development Bulletin,"
University of Wisconsin, No. 479, February 1912.
^Rainwater, Clarence, The play movement in the U^^ited
States
, p. 117, Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1922.
5perry, Clarence, "The Extension of Public Education,"
p. 12, U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1915, No. 28.
4ibid., Rainwater, Clarence.
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A total of 64,239 group occasions for the season 1913-1914
In four hundred schools represents an aggregate attendance
of 3,276,189.-'- In 1916 school extension activity was report-
ed in four hundred sixty-three cities. (The definition of
a school center for the purpose of this study was "a building
having an average of three group occasions during a school
extension season of thirty weeks, or a total of ninety group
occasions •
)
It is clearly evident that the use of schools as com-
munity centers was grov/ing steadily and the significance of
such use of the school plant was beginning to be understood.
In 1916 the National Community Center Association, an outgrowth
of the Conference on Civic and Social Center Development, held
its first meeting in Chicago. Mr, John Collier, Director of
the People's Institute of New York, became the first president
of the Association. Mr. Collier, believing the time ripe for
the training of leaders for community centers, established a
training school, the purpose of which was to encourage the
formation of standards in leadership and to equip men and women
p
for professional careers in the field of community service,"
Several colleges and schools of social work are also beginning
to offer courses in community leadership as the great need be-
comes apparent
•
•^Perry, Clarence, "The Extension of Public Education," p. 12,
United States Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1915, No. 28.
2p. S. 70, New York City, What a Neighborhood Did for Itself,
p. 7.
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X. INTERRUPTION BY THE WAR
Daring the war the schools throughout the country were
the headquarters of wartioie activities. The slogan of the
Council of National Defense was "Every School District a
Community Council for National Service" and that of the Bureau
of Education "Every School House a Community Capitol and Every
Community a Little Democracy."
The public demand for the use of school buildings dur-
ing the war crisis stimulated many states to pass laws on the
extended use of public schools, most of which provided for
the financing of activities by public taxation.
No nation-wide statistics as to the extent of the use
of schools during the war period are available, but Mr, John
Collier, Director of the People *s Institute of New York, states
that when the armistice was signed there were more than
180,000 community councils aiding in the work of the v/ar.
Probably the most of these used the school buildings as the
headquarters for their activities.
The fact that the school house was so generally utilized
throughout the war period is proof that organization must be
created around a strong central purpose; that it cannot be
forced upon a neighborhood merely because the idea is a good one.
The Community Center, Vol.11. No. 2, February 1918
The Community Center, Vol. I. No. 11, December 1917
The Community Center, Vol. I. No. 9, October 1917
^"Community Organization and the Great Decision," 1919 re-
print from the Magazine of the Seward Park Community Center.
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XI. A PC6T-WAR SURVEY
A survey of school centers in 1919 by Mr. perry of
the Russell Sage Foundation fails to indicate an increase
in the wider use of schools after the war. One hundred
seven cities reported a total of six hundred sixty-seven
centers, the definition of a center being, for the purposes
of this study, "a school which is used regularly at least
one evening a week for two or more activities - or twice a
week for one - not counting night schools."-^ Nor does the
report of city school centers for 1920 show a great increase
over the year 1919. A study made by the Playground and
Recreation Association in 1923 shows that one hundred ninety-
six cities, totaling 1127 centers, provided for the use cf
schools as recreation centers,^ a center being defined as a
school open regularly and under paid leadership,
XII. THE SCHOOL AS THE PEOPLE'S CLUB HOUSE
a. THE SCHOOL PLANT
On the side of economy tiie advantage of using the
school house instead of erecting separate community centers
as complete entities in themselves is to be upheld, for with
a comparatively small additional outlay, extra features needed
to make a recreation center function as it should can be added.
"perry, Clarence, "Social Center Gazette," 1919-1920, p. 3,
Russell Sage Foundation.
2corafflunity Center Magazine, October-December 1920, p. 90.
^The Playground, April 1924. Pamphlet No, 203, p. 15.
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1. FACILITIES
It is the dream of all school center workers that the
time will come when every new school building will be plajaned
with the use of a community center in mind. However, since
the wider use of the school plant has come to be accepted it
has brought about a revolution in school house architecture in
many cities. Halls with full theatrical possibilities; well-
equipped gymnasiums; swimming pools, class rooms with movable
desks and folding partitions so that they can be used as club
rooms; lunch rooms with every convenience of an up-to-date
kitchen; cafeteria privileges and many other features adapted
for recreation center use are all in our new buildings today.
2. CARE IN THE USE OF SCHOOL PRC^ERTY
Even though a school center has been established in a
school building the leader in charge should guard the privilege
carefully, for good leadership has a distinct bearing on the
safeguarding of school property. The Center facilities should
be arranged in such a way that they will not interfere with the
daytime use of the schools and will not be an eyesore. Bright
lights placed in dark corners are a helpful safeguard. Gates
make it possible to shut off portions of the building not in
use •
3. ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE
Before opening a center it is customary to organize an
educational campaign. The project is explained to the local
associations, mass meetings are held and the local papers are
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asked to carry leading articles giving the local plans and the
general objectives. As soon as the educational campaign is
well under way, a neighborhood association or advisory board
is formed to stand back of the center and is held responsible
by the coimnunity for furthering the programs decided upon. The
financial provision for school centers is an angle that con-
cerns all interested. In many cities where school buildings
are used, the light, heat and janitor service only are paid for
by the Scshool Committee, The persons who are responsible for
the management must be paid by funds raised by the neighborhood
1
association. In other cities, for example in Boston, New York
and in Washington, funds are appropriated from the tax income
to meet the cost of the management, as well as to pay for light,
heat and janitor service. Even this system of paying for the
cost is seldom adequate, however, and one finds in practically
every community center all over the country that extra funds
are raised to meet the demand for more instruction, more and
better group leaders, enlarged forum program, and so on."^ These
moneys are sometimes contributed from membership fees paid into
the neighborhood association or from a central treasury created
by the giving of entertainments and dances. One finds much
personal service which is given freely and many an organization
that catches the motive of the center as a centralizing force
which has the power of drawing to itself the many diverse in-
•'Glueck, E. T., The community use of schools
, pp. 99f 107,
Baltimore; The Williams & Wilkins Co., Nov. 1927.
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terests and objectives which communities develop, gives of its
talent and shares its musicians and lectures.
It is not the purpose of this paper to stand for any-
one form of financing but rather to point out the fact that
the community center has become so much appreciated as a civic
necessity that people are willing to tax themselves for its
support and to go even further by giving to it more money from
their ov/n pockets and much time in furthering it.
4* STANDARDIZATION OF ACTIVITIES
As to the program - the vision that the community
center presents in the way of drawing to it individual en-
largement of purpose, and individual genius, as well as of
building up group power, is so far-reaching that a great
challenge is presented in the way of developing the activi-
ties that are offered. Just a program of activities will not
do, the program of a school center must offer a wide range of
choice and of experimentation as well. Unskilled guidance, too,
will drive persons away from what might become an energizing
enterprise. A badly conducted orchestra will never give to its
members that sense of satisfaction which will make them want
more. Surely since the forum and the discussion club offer
perhaps the richest of all educational fields, we must not be
content with anything but the best, most liberal and progressive
work. If any one has ever had the privilege of following over
a period of time, results in terms of individual outlook that
come from a discussion club where the members meet to think
ff
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out together some of the baffling economic situations of our
time, it will be granted that through this free discussion
there develops the true educational aim of related thought
more surely than through any other method. No forvim of educa-
tional procedure is more valuable. Therefore real thinkers,
men with a message, must be brought before discussion groups.
Community banquets and socials conducted by the school
center tend to unite the neighborhood. Receptions to public
officials bring them face to face with their constituents where
something like a close range of appreciation can develop. The
community festival brings every race and every citizen to pre-
sent their best. All ingenuity should be used to see that every
provincialism that exists within communities is broken dov/n.
If a comirfunity is made up of several races, skill in program-
making should bring the races together.
In short, so dynamic and yet subtle should be the pro-
gram of a community center that the community becomes permeated
with its influence which in turn should tend to draw all com-
munity interests to itself.
Dr, Glueck states that"'" the tendency of School Boards
to establish the same activities in all the school centers of
a city, though facilitating the centralization of resources and
simplifying the administrative machinery, results in consider-
able standardization of activities and in attention to the
Glueck, E. T., The commu,nlty use of schools
, pp. 118-119
Baltimore; The Williams & Wilkins Vo,, November 1927.
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particular needs of the locality. Activities are selected
which will attract the largest number of people to the school
house in order to utilise the allotted budget for the ad-
vantage of the greatest number of people. The per capita
expense is uppermost in the minds of most city officials.
5. LEADERSHIP
One of the most important considerations regarding the
community center is the question of management. The person
who guides the school center work should be a social engineer -
a person who has the power to develop the rare art of keeping
people in action; who never superimposes his opinion and prograjn
on a community, but who stimulates the community to formulate
its own desires and to meet its own needs - he should be the
head of a center system and should have a philosophy which sees
the ultimate unity that comes from the frequent but often minor
contact of diverse personal interests and group line-ups.
Fortunately in this most statesmanlike field of social work
one finds today remarkable persons in charge of community
centers; persons who have deep human qualities; men and women
who carry in their personalities those elements which build
them into the right relationship with life.
XIII. THE PRESENT IMPORTANCE OF THE COMMUNITY USE OF SCHOOLS
a. EXTENT-*-
An examination of the present extent of the school
Glueck, E. T., The community use of schools
, pp. 142-143,
Baltimore; The Williams & Wilkins Co., November 1927.
r
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center movement has revealed the fact that the school houses
of this country are now very generally used for community
purposes; in fact, five and one-half per cent of them are
used regularly and as often as once a week.
Legislation on the extended use of public schools
exists in thirty-tv/o states and the District of Columbia and
where there are no laws, school authorities may, as the
custodians of school property, grant the request of the people
for the use of the schools.
The greatest use of the school is occurring in those
states where the laws are mandatory and where specific pro-
vision is made for financing of school centers out of public
funds
.
There are only two distinctive types of community use
of school houses:
(1) Unorganized use, which implies that the school
center is placed at the disposal of local groups upon their
request for their own use rather than for community use.
Since lack of paid leadership may imply lack of organization,
it is estimated that this type of use is occurring in at least
forty-one per cent of the school centers.
(2) Organized use, which implies paid leadership, pro-
vision of activities which occur with sufficient frequency to
make their effect felt upon the life of the neighborhood, and
a definite purpose in conducting the center.
rr
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b. INCIDENCE OF TYPES OF ACTIVITIES
Below is a simple table showing what percentage of school
centers carry on a certain niimber of types of activities:
No. of Types Per Cent of School Centers
1 17
2 16
3 21
4 15
5 8
6 5
7 3
8 13
9 2
10 1
11 0.7
Inspection of the foregoing shows that there are rel-
atively few school centers in which more than four types of
activities are being offered. School centers are therefore
falling far short of supplying a range of activities which
would meet the many and varied interests of the people in any
neighborhood
•
A greater variety of activities can be provided and
school authorities can better afford to keep a school center
open for only one type of activity in the larger cities than
they can in the smaller. School centers in rural districts,
being more largely supported by the people themselves and
having fewer paid workers, cannot afford to finance as many
activities.
The incidence of the various types of activities in
Glueck, E. T., The commujiity use of schools
, pp. 113-114
Baltimore; The Williams & Wilkins Co., November 1927.
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the school centers of the United States in the order of their
rank is
Percentage of
Activity Rank School Centers
athletics first 70
cluhs second 50
entertainments third 45
society meetings fourth 44
lectures fifth 27
social occasions sixth 23
civic occasions seventh 23
dancing eighth 21
night schools ninth 18
cooperative activities tenth 13
rooms open for quiet
games and study eleventh 12
Public library branches 10
These types of activities divide themselves into three
general classes - recreational, civic and educational, and
cultural. Recreational activities form the greatest propor-
tion of the classes of activities in school centers, occurring
in seventy-one per cent of instances; while civic and purely
cultural activities occur in a very small proportion of centers -
fifteen and twelve per cent respectively.
There is a higher percentage of night schools, of
clubs and class activities, and of dancing in the activities of
school centers in places of over 5000 population. In school
centers in places under 5000 population, lectures, entertainments
and society meetings occur in a large proportion of instances.
Statistics quoted by Dr. Glueck* show that the recreation-
Glue ck, E. T., The community use of schools
, pp. 113-114;
Baltimore; The Williams & Wllklns Co., November 1927.
2ibid.
Sjbid.
4lbid., p. 117.
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al phase of scdiool center work has developed to the greatest
degree of all.
c. STIMULATION TO WIEER USE
Considerable stimulation is being directly and in-
directly given to the establishment and conduct of school
community centers.
State Departments of Education, which are rendering
more direct assistance than any of the other organizations
considered, are motivated primarily by their desire to im-
prove the school plant and in their realization that such
improvement is largely dependent upon the arousal and maintenance
of interest of local communities in the school houses, they are
stimulating the community use of the schools and incidentally
serving to enrich the life, especially of rural and small town
communities.
The State Universities in many ways foster the growth
of the wider use of the school plant. Practically all of the
State University Extension Divisions are offering, in addition
to the service they usually give to local groups, some service
purposefully designed to stimulate, direct and develop local
initiative in community organization.
The private organizations are also promoting the use
of schools as community "centers. The Playground and Recreation
Association, through its Bureau of Community Service, is foster-
ing the use of the school as one of the several suitable centers
for community activity.
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The Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls are
not only causing the school to be used after school hours
hut are relating the school more closely to the life of
the community.
Bj t&.r the most far-reaching of the private organ-
izations are the Parent-Teacher Associations as they affect
the community use of schools. In many districts they are
a vital force directing much effort toward making the school
house a community center. The writer regrets that it is
impossible within the scope of this paper to present in de-
tail the splendid work of the Parent-Teacher Associations
throughout the country.
i
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D. THE DEPARTMENT OF THE EXTENDED USE
OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BOSTON
There are four cities in the United States today
where the Community Use of School Buildings is outstand-
ing. They are Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Washington, D, C,
and Boston. Since the work of each one of the four cannot
be presented in detail, it seems wise to consider Boston
School Centers because the writer has been officially con-
nected with them for ten years,
I. THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE SCHOOL CENTER MOVEMENT
Although the extended use of Public Schools is one
of the younger departments in the school system of Boston,
yet those who are close to this work are very proud of the
fact that it has now reached the age when it can boast of a
history. Prior to 1898 community use of school houses after
school hours was little sought and seldom permitted in Boston
That year, however, several school halls were opened for a
series of "Free Public Lectures for the People" and "Chamber
Concerts." A few years later the School Committee further
approved the neighborhood use of school gymnasiums, thus re-
leasing another section of the school plant for community
use.
In January, 1902 the School Board voted that a com-
mittee of five, headed by the late James J. Storrow, be
appointed to consider the expediency of a more extended use
of school buildings outside the regular day school hours.
i(
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This committee reported favorably and during the next few months,
three centers were opened: one in the North End; one in Jamaica
Plain; and later one in South Boston and work was conducted in
these educational centers imtil the appropriation of $3,000
was exhausted.
Then there was a break until 1911 when a committee repre-
senting the Women* s Municipal League of Boston was granted
permission by the School Board to use the East Boston High School
during 1911 and 1912 for a Social or Neighborhood Center. The
School Board provided heat and light and the League paid all
other expenses. I>uring this experimental period the Massachusetts
Civic League cooperating with the School Board secured the pas-
sage of a legislative act which made available $28,000 for use
in Boston School Center work.
II. PRESENT SCHOOL CENTER SYSTEM (1912)
In the autiamn of 1912 the East Boston Center was taken
over and three others opened - one in Roxburyj one in Charlestown;
and one in South Boston. They were called Evening Centers and
our present School Center system dates back to the year 1912.
III. LEGISLATIVE ACTS PROVIDING FOR SCHOOL CENTERS
In Chapter 195 of the Acts of 1912 there is an act to
provide for the use of Public School property of the City of
Boston for social, civic and other purposes. It reads "Be it
1
enacted, etc., as follows:
^Copied from typewritten sheet used at conference September
1927.
r
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"section 1.- For the purpose of promoting
the usefulness of the public school property
of the City of Boston, the School Corrmiittee of
that city may conduct such educational and
recreative activities in or upon school proper-
ty under its control, and shall allow the use
thereof by individuals and associations, sub-
ject to such regulations as the School Committee
may establish for such educational, recreative,
social, civic, philanthropic and similar purposes
as the Committee may deem to be for the interest
of the community.
"section 2.- For the purpose of carrying out
the provisions of this act, the School Coraraittee
may appropriate in each year in addition to and
in the manner in which it makes appropriations
for the support of the public schools and other
purposes authorized by law, a sum not exceeding
four cents upon each one thousand dollars of
the valuation upon which the appropriations of
the City Co\,incil of the City are based,"
In 1913 the Centers and other activities were re-
organizing as a separate department with an acting director
and an associate director in charge.
In 1914 the department was put under a single direc-
tor with full charge, directly responsible to the School Com-
mittee through the Superintendent.
Naturally the work has grovm and has steadily become
standardized and stabilized - yet all agree it is too new
to have reached a potential degree of efficiency and useful-
ness.-^
•"All information concerning the Boston School Center ob-
tained through conferences with Miss Mary P. Pollett. Mrs. Eva
W, White, Mr, James T. Mulroy and through the writer s own
experience and observation.
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IV. A COMPARISON OF STATISTICS (1912-1929)
Whereas there were four school centers in 1912, now
there are thirteen school centers and seventy-eight differ-
ent school buildings used by this department. Whereas in
1912 the department appropriation was ^28,000, today it is
$75,000.
In 1912 there was an attendance of 64,000 against
over half a million last year. This growth has been large-
ly due to our director, James T. Mulroy, who is untiring in
his efforts, is practical in his vision and is constantly
stimulating his staff tov/ard higher and better work.
In 1917 the Boston Home and School Association was
absorbed by the department and the local parent-teacher
organizations were put under its control. This was at the
request of the Association itself and by action of the School
Committee
.
V. JUSTIFICATION OF THE SCHOOL CENTER IDEA
When a child attends High School provision is ar-
ranged to further his education. If the child at work in
the day time has the strength and inclination for night
school, there he finds large opportunities - but there are
many thousands of young people under twenty-one who are
either too tired or unwilling to go to the Evening School.
For those boys and girls there was nothing and it was general-
ly acknowledged that there was a serious gap in our educational
system and that the community obligation to tlie child should
rc
not end at fourteen because that child is obliged to go to
work at fourteen.
Machinery and the shortened working day have in-
creased the leisure time of the working people and at the
same time city life conditions are becoming more and more
menacing. The influence of the bootlegger, the commercial
dance hall, the pool rooms and the street is appalling and
the big problem the community faces is that of filling
wisely the leisure time of our young men and women.
If it is right to spend large sums of money in our
High Schools for those children from fourteen to eighteen
who can afford to attend them, then some money should be
spent for those children who must become wage earners at
fourteen.
VI. THE PLACE OF THE SCHOOL CENTER IN TEE COMMUNITY
Today the School Center is one attempt to satisfy
this demand to meet the needs of old and young in a
natural center even as the rural Post Office and corner
groceries were the social centers of yesterday. The School
Center is one answer to the modem cry for group life, as
opposed to individual life. "This whole movement is an
expression of that ideal whose aim is the good of all,
through the activity of all, by means of the subordination
of all.""'' The test of any civilization is where it puts its
Bulletin, The Women's Municipal League of Boston, May
1912- Vol. III. No. 6, p. 6.
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centre of consciousness. The glory of our day is that we are
learning to put It, not In the individual or in a group of
the strong or even the clever or even in the majority, but
in the whole.
This craving for a larger consciousness than that of
the individual expresses itself among our boys and girls in
the desire for companionship, for recreation, for clubs and
associated groups; among the older people in the demand for
communal activity, an activity which shall have a common pur-
pose and end, as well as a common bond. The School Center
can offer both the opportunity for the satisfaction of this
desire and the training to bring it to its highest fulfill-
ment. The possibility of using oxir school houses in the
evening offers an opportunity to meet the needs of old and
young in a natural center, where the neighborhood bond can
be used to the full and where the atmosphere of civic proper-
ty may well give an impetus to civic effort. Both these
needs, that of young people and that of the older people, are
of the greatest importance; neither excludes the other.
The Boston School Centers are the common gathering
places for the people of our city. They are the People's
Club Houses - the meeting place for the family group - where
the father,mother, son and daughter may come together with
Bulletin, The Women's Municipal League of Boston, May
1912- Vol. III. No. 6, p. 6.
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a sense of ownership and responsibility to enjoy and partici-
pate in the various activities of the evening.
VII. SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES
What a wide range of activities there is to choose froml
They include
:
Art craft
Basketball
Basketry
Boatbuilding
Boys ' Clubs
Boy Scouts
Bridge
Business Clubs
Calisthenics
Candymaking
Character Analysis
China Painting
Choral Clubs
Citizens' Meetings
Civic Clubs
Clog Dancing Instruction
Community Meetings
Concerts
Cooking
Cooperative Clubs
Crystalline Work
Dances
Dancing Instruction
Debating
Dramatics
Dressmaking
Embroidery
Entertainments
First Aid
Folk Dancing
Forums
French Clubs
Gaelic Clubs
Young Women
Girl Scouts
Girls' Clubs
Golf Instruction
Gymnasium Games for all
Hairdressing Instruction
Home and School Associations
Home Nursing
Interior Decorating
Lampshade Making
Lectures
Local Improvement Associations
Making of Novelties
Millinery
Mothers' Clubs
Motion Pictures
Musical Clubs
Oil Painting
Orchestras
Making of Paper Flowers
Papercraft
Parent-Teacher Associations
Parliamentary Law
Public Receptions
Radio
Reedwork
Sea Scouts
Stringed Instruments
Tennis Instruction
Ukelele
Waxcraf
t
Whist
Women's Clubs
Young Men's Clubs
s Clubs
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Grouped according to purpose they appear as follows:
a. CIVIC ACTIVITIES
Boy and Girl Scouts
Civic Clubs
Community Meetings
Debating
Forums
Junior City Councils
Lectures
Local Improvement Associations
Parliamentary Law
b. SOCIO-EDUCATIONAL
Choral Clubs
Concerts
Dramatics
Mothers' Clubs
Musical Clubs
Orchestras
Women's Clubs
Yoving Men's Clubs
Young Women's Clubs
c. RECREATIONAL
Calisthenics
Dances and Socials
Entertainments
Polk Dancing
Gymnasium Games
Photoplays
d. INDUSTRIAL
Artcraft
Basketry
Boatbuilding
Candymaking
Cooking
Dressmaking
Embroidery
Home Nursing
Interior Decorating
Lampshade Making
Millinery
Oil and China Painting
Papercraf
t
Reedwork
Waxcraft
Last year 100 school houses were opened over 3000
times after school hours for School Center purposes. Over
275 different activities other than School Center groups
occupied school buildings after school hours last year -
There was a total attendance of about 500,000 in School
Centers last year and in other buildings an attendance of
200,000 or a grand total in all buildings of over 700,000.
This shows no mushroom grov/th - it was a steady day by day
development and there were many obstacles to overcome.
rc
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VIII. DIFFICULTIES IN SELLING THE SCHOOL CENTER IDEA
In the early days of the wider use of school buildings
the teaching force and the janitors took a cynical, unfriend-
ly attitude toward this movement. For years they clung
tenaciously to the old fashioned idea that the school houses
were tniilt for them only and that all use made of school
property other than for formal education amounted to nothing
short of trespass and desecration. They cherished an inherited
feeling of ownership and strongly resented any encroachment
or intrusion upon their preserves - all the time forgetting
that the school buildings belong to the citizens, to be used
not alone for day school classes but for evening school and
for all wholesome recreational and social activities as well -
that is, if the city is to get full value in return for the
50 millions of dollars invested in its four hundred school
buildings.
Most of our day school folks have long since been con-
verted to this idea. Through personal observation they know
that informal and social education has a place in the train-
ing of the individual for good citizenship.
At first even the public was skeptical of the Centers -
grown-ups held aloof. It took months,- yes, years, to win their
confidence and to induce thera to use their ov/n Club Houses.
IX. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DAY SCHOOL AND SCHOOL CENTER
They thought it was an extension of day school work
where the atmosphere of the class room permeated the buildings
but they found by attendance that except for the fact that they
(i
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met in school houses there was no "text book" complexion to the
activities. The word "club" is used instead of "class" -
"leader" instead of "teacher." The work is altogether different
from the day school. There the scholars are compelled by law
to attend - whereas School Center people come voluntarily and
at times it requires skill, leadership and a knowledge of the
fifty-seven varieties of bait to organize and hold the member-
ship in our clubs and groups.
We know the responsibility felt by the day-teacher for
her pupils, how she watches and studies them individually, how
she works patiently and zealously for each one. This same spirit
must be shared by the leaders of the centers before the centers
can ever be successful. No one must think he comes to the Center
to amuse the young people for an odd hour now and then. No one
must think with too much self-satisfaction that those young men
and young women have been kept for that time out of undesirable
places. The negative value of social centers is not what we
are looking at primarily - it is the positive gain of building
up character and developing the social sense of our young folks -
the sense which makes them useful members of society.
When we see thousands of children going to work every
year at fourteen, vhen we know that the home influence is just
at that moment weakened because the child feels the independence
of earning his ov/n living, wholly or partially, it is a sober
thought for the leaders of the School Centers to realize that
they may perhaps be almost the only direct and positive influ-
ence for good in many of these children's lives.
c
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X, OBJECTIVES OF THE CENTER
I should sum up the first objectives of the Boston
Centers as follows: to shov/ the young people how to have a
good time in a wholesome way; to stimulate individual grov/th
of character; to develop the true social spirit - how to work
and play harmoniously together, and to encourage responsibility.
a. DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS OF THE LEADER
Given the objectives of a Center, the leader is asked
to present a subject as a means to an end. The leader should
remember that his subject is merely a means. His usefulness
to the Center ceases when he looks upon it as an end. That
athletic club is successful, from the School Center point of
view, not because it wins the game but because it shows clean
play* pluck and perseverance.
b. DEVELOPIffiNT OF CLUB SPIRIT
The Club spirit is developed (1) through the business
meetings where the members learn self-government and (2) through
any activity which the leader can devise to make the members
feel their fellowship and the fun of planning and doing things
together.
The success of the Centers depends on the absolute
necessity of real self-government, to show these young people
how to win self-government, to train them in the ways of self-
directlon*
It seems very much worth while to gather in from the
street corner a group of young men - some of them actually
(
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existing in "No Man's Land" - out of church, out of home and
out of school. They are not vicious icut have nothing to do
and nowhere to go. Yet they acquiesce to discipline and gladly
cooperate because they want the continued benefits of the Center.
Their Clubs are self-governing and self-determining - the dues
are self-imposed and used for club ends. They are shown that a
high standard of conduct toward and a thoughtful consideration
for the other fellow need not curtail their own enjoyment. The
leader should not attempt to instruct and control but rather
should suggest, advise and cooperate. He should inspire ad-
miration rather than compel it,
c. PROMOTION OF PRACTICAL AMERICANIZATION V^ORK
The Department of the Extended Use of Public Schools
in Boston has a big opportunity and a big responsibility in
the practical Americanization work of our city. It introduces
the non-English-speaking parents to the school building - the
stranger with a shawl on her head is made just as welcome as
the woman with a paradise plume in her hat. One often sees
our foreign born neighbor, after the auditorium program is over,
stay to admire the statuary and pictures. One dear old lady
told me in her broken English, "Every night I thank God for
the School Center," Many come to the moving picture with one
of their older daughters to translate the captions.
In the East Boston Center we never lose an opportunity
to come into personal contact with the people who frequent the
Center. This contact, this human understanding, is a vital
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element in our work. We are the ones who Interpret the Center
to the community and who link the community with the Center.
We live the common life; we walk the common street; we know the
hearts of the common people; and, in this way, we gain the con-
fidence of our people. There isn't any doubt that we have some
influence for good with the boys and girls who belong to the
Center family even after they leave East Boston. Vvere it not
so, they would not make the effort to visit us v/henever they
are in our neighborhood in order to tell us about their new jobs
or their sweethearts or their wives.
XI. THE BASIC FORCE OF THE WOMAN'S CLUB
The basic and sustaining group in the Centers has always
been the Women's Clubs. The director says, "No Center has ever
been established successfully without making the Women's Club
its backbone, its foundation," The East Boston Club is no ex-
ception. It has reached out to the far corners of East Boston
for membership; all racial groups, all degrees of intelligence
and all ages are represented. A fair percentage are mothers of
large families who would never be identified with the Women's
Club movement were it not for this cosmopolitan group.
The dues are five cents a meeting; the club meets every
Thursday afternoon during the school year and holds membership
in the City, State and General Federations. The members do so
much to establish a broad community fellowship that it is a con-
stant joy and inspiration to work with them as a Center leader.
The writer is in the building generally tv/o hours before
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the meetings begin in order to meet the women and to listen
with sympathy and understanding to their stories of triumphs
and disappointments end to give them a word of cheer. She is
expected to be a human information bureau and an adviser in
vocational guidance as well.
XII. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTENDED USE
a. SUBSIDIARY DEPARTMENTS
The Department of the Extended Use of the Public Schools
as organized today includes all after-school activities out-
side the regular day or evening school curriculum; namely,
"School Centers," "Home and School Associations," and "Additional
Use of School Premises."
b. THE DIRECTOR AND HIS STAFF
The director has general supervision and control of all
three divisions of the department's activities. A clerical
assistant serves the central office.
The responsible administrative head of each school center
holds the rank of "manager," "associate manager- in- charge, " or
"general leader," whose duties include the formation and develop-
ment of clubs and activities together with the supervision and
direction of all persons occupying the buildings. Each school
center has "leaders," "helpers," and "attendants," who direct
clubs and groups and attend to the various details.
An "associate manager-ln- charge" is assigned for work
with the home and school associations, forming and organizing
new groups, serving and directing existing ones.
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Advisory committees, members* councils, staff and work-
ers' conferences aid in guiding and promoting the policies and
activities of the department.
c, NUMBER AND LOCATION OF CENTERS
"school Centers" or "comiriunity Centers," thirteen in
number, are located in the following buildings: Brighton High
School, Charlestown High School, Dorchester High School, English
High School, High School of Practical Arts, Hyde Park High School,
Joseph H. Barnes School, Michel-angelo School, Sarah Greenwood
School, South Boston High School, Teachers' College, Washington
Irving School and V/illiam Blackstone School. These centers are
open one afternoon and three evenings a week from 2»30 to 5
o'clock, and 7.30 to 10,30 o'clock, October to May inclusive.
School Center groups are organized on a club basis, with
the emphasis placed on adult membership. Pupils attending the
day schools are admitted to special group meetings, such as boy
and girl scout troops, and to occasional assembly hall programs
for children, provided no objection be made by the principal
of the day school which such pupils may attend,
d. FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE DEPARTMENT
Whenever a permit is issued for the use of a building
for concerts, entertainments, political rallies and the like,
an employee of the department is specially assigned to see that
the rules and regulations governing the use of school house
accommodations are observed and to render general service at
the entrance and elsewhere in the building. A matron is also
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assigned wherever socials and dances are held.
The department is financed by the School Cominittee.
This fund is not a part of the regular school appropriation.
It is separate and can be used only for purposes stated in
the legislative act. The department in its budget not only
provides for financing School Centers but also for meeting the
fuel, light and custodian charges incurred in opening school
houses for alumni gatherings, local prize drills, school and
class parties and entertainments, meeting of boy and girl scout
troops, American Legion Posts, local improvement associations
and other civic gatherings.
e. EXTRA-MURAL OCCUPANCY
Occupancy of school buildings by individuals, organiza-
tions and societies for political rallies, entertainments and
the like is allowed under permit from the secretary of the
School Committee. Payment must be made in advance for fuel,
light, custodian and other service charges.
XIII. SUI^IMARY
A summary of the Department of Extended Use of the
Public Schools may be of interest and is as follows:
The personnel consists of
1 director;
12 managers in charge of School Centers;
1 manager in charge of Home and School Associations;
200 workers in charge of clubs and other activities.
The department promotes the usefulness of public school
property; organizes, conducts and supervises educational.
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recreative, social, civic, philantliropic and similar activities
on school premises In the interest of the community.
The School Center is the Neighborhood Clubhouse There
are 13 School Centers, 500 clubs, 8000 membership. There are
67 different activities. The total attendance is approximate-
ly 500,000. Seventy school buildings other than School Centers
are occupied regularly by patriotic, social, civic, benevolent
and fraternal organizations.
There are 57 Home and School Associations; 83 school
houses in all are used for community purposes after school
hours. There are 2500 different openings of school buildings
annually, after school hours. The grand total attendance is
approximately 700,000.
a. SHOULDERING THE RESPONSIBILITY
The Community Center movement, or - because the school
buildings are used - the "School Center" movement as it is
called in Boston, is a movement of vital significance to our
citizenship: first, because the use of leisure is all impor-
tant; second, because of the opportunity the community center
offers to develop all that there is in adult education in its
highest phases; third, because the tendency of city life is to
isolate groups and the center can bring all nationalities, as
well as varied interests, together; and fourth, because of the
growth of cultural depth which the movement can stimulate
through participation in the arts.
Since the misuse of leisure leads to a complication of
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Ills - positive inefficiency - the support of the center by-
taxation is justified. Since we are coming to see the need
of giving to every citizen every chance to corae within the
Influence of ideas and extra knowledge, it is a part of public
policy to provide the forum, the discussion club, the public
lecture course. Further, unless some means is developed where-
by the diverse elements in our citizenship will come to understand
one another, there is serious danger of prejudice and lack of
team play in our body politic. Therefore, assessment is justi-
fied to make possible that type of community program which will -
by means of the social contacts made in men's clubs, women's
clubs, young people's societies - deepen the Interest in one
another's motives. For many years European countries have
recognized the importance of subsidizing the arts. When the
personal budget is limited. It is difficult to hear the best in
music or to see the best in the drama. Moreover, personal
participation in musical activities and in dramatic production
cannot but refine and give a certain background to dally routine.
The use of leisure is varied - hence all forms of activities
should be offered and the maintenance costs and administration
costs should be met from the small contributions of the many
by means of taxes for the benefits to be received by the many.
At the present time, although school buildings are
used, as in Boston, to meet the social and recreational needs
of citizens - school buildings are seldom designed so as to
make possible the fullest development of the program. School
house architecture which shall take into consideration the re-
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quirements of the day school and the adult evening use should
be developed.
The department which operates the centers should be
as fully organized as any other department of either the
school or recreation department. It should have a salary
schedule, tenure of office and all the rights and privileges
of the department to which it is attached. The department
should be free from politics.
Salaries adequate to attract and to retain the highest
type of leaders should be offered. The department should have
a personnel equal, if possible superior, to those in the private
field.
The budget while not extravagant should make possible
the occasional engaging of excellent lecturers and soloists.
As to organization - every effort should be made to
win and retain the membership of the adult. A system is
weak that does not show a high proportion of people between
the ages of thirty and fifty.
Care should be taken that the program does not tend
to mediocrity. The tastes of the more cultivated should be
met as well as the tastes of those who have not had as great
advantages. A movement ceases to be democratic if it serves
certain elements of the community to the exclusion of the
other elements. Further, a program should gradually deepen
and rise in standard. One observes, in certain instances, a
tendency to keep too close to the range of contacts and to
become too local. Every section of a city should give to every
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other section its talent by means of an exchange of choruses
or dramatic productions.
Moreover, the movement should he so interpreted to a
community that the best talent of the community will be given
to the cause for which the centers stand. As in the Folkschules
of Europe it is considered an honor for a professor in a famous
university to be invited to lecture, so in the centers it should
be considered a tribute for a noted speaker, singer or artist to
participate in the program.
The Community Center movement is not a philanthropic
movement. It is a citizenship movement.
b. LOOKING AHEAD
Whatever is the present status of the School Center as
a force in commxinity interplay, some one is bound to ask, "what
place is the School Center destined to fill in the future?".
In answer to this question, Mrs, Eva Whiting White s\ims up the
real function of the Community Center in the following sentences
"As an avenue for a constant current of
information; as a means for developing that in-
dividualization of thought and deepening of knowl-
edge which is so much needed, the community center
stands as one of the great agencies. It can out-
university the university in its power to meet
every mind or every level of attainment.
"As a means of enlarging the social experi-
ence of our peoples by means of the social commujilty ,
programs that are carried out, it stands without a
peer.
Address given at National Conference of Social Work,
Washington, D. C, May 16-23, 1923.
I
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"As an instrument through which persons
can swing into action to meet local needs, and
civic and social necessities, it is essential
to the operation of our democratic motives.
"As a great cultural agency its possibil-
ities are only just dawning on our comprehensions.
The very test in every form of art can and should
be given by the coraraunity center. There is no
limit to what can be developed by the dramatic
societies, choruses and orchestras.
"Finally, as a means for building up a
background in the individual life it holds a unique
position. Neighbors become neighbors under its in-
fluence. "
In short, the community use of schools is a developing
thing, it has progressed in proportion to the demand of the
people for it, and has expressed itself in forms which are
both desirable and essential.
We must think of the Community Center as developing.
It cannot assume to be the only social agency. Although it
is destined to be a tremendous force in progress, nevertheless
it will not be the one avenue of advance. Its true friends
are not those who claim too much for it or who try to formulate
a technique which is dogmatic and crystallized, for the tech-
nique of all coraraunity work is in the making. Rather are its
true friends those who admit that the Community Center is in
its first stages, that it vibrates pretty much to the general
level of community consciousness; who see its inherent values
and in the light of those values are alert to build into its
principles of organization the truths that develop from every
range of community effort.
The community will not bring about the millennium on
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the day after tomorrow; but just as our government centralizes
all our action so this function of our city and town administra-
tion is destined to be the major coordinating force in community
interplay. Therefore, as citizens, we must understand its
powers and make every effort to win for it statesmanlike and
human leadership of the highest order and give to it our full
loyalty.
c. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we are perhaps agreed that the Institution
which merits the distinction of being called major ought to
possess the following qualities. It should be non-sectarian,
non-partisan and non-racial in its attitudes and it should
stimulate and strengthen community consciousness.
We have examined five Institutions which seemed possibly
to lay claim to supremacy, namely, the home, the church, the
school, the settlement and the community center. In brief, we
found each of the first four - for one reason or another-
lacklng in its qualifications. The principal drawback so far
as the home is concerned is its tendency to be bounded by ties
of blood and blinded by self-interest to the detriment of
community consciousness; the chief difficulty in the considera-
tion of the church is that it is sectarian; the paramount weak-
ness cf the school is that its program is not individualized;
the primary objections to the settlement are that it is pater-
nalistic and often sectarian, that it is neither owned nor
financed by those it serves. There remains the community use
of the public school building, which the writer claims fulfills
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every condition postulated as essential to that institution
which is entitled to be recognized as the major coordinating
institution in community interplay.
m
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